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Chairman’s report

The previous twelve months have seen the Kimberley Land

Council (KLC) successfully provide a high level of service to

Kimberley Traditional Owners, despite facing a variety of

challenges.  We have continued the steady advance of native

title recognition for our members, and used native title as a

foundation for economic and social advancement.

The KLC has undertaken a key role in securing strong benefits for Aboriginal people

from resource and industry developments in the region. We have negotiated agreements

that will deliver employment, training, and business development opportunities,

ensuring our people can participate in the regional economy and that their native title

rights are protected.  Of equal importance, these agreements include social and

community development aspects that will see the lives of our people improve.

The successes of the KLC are built upon more than 25 years of experience in

representing the interests of Kimberley Traditional Owners. We maintain

considerable knowledge and expertise in resolving native title matters, whether

through our preferred method of negotiated settlement, or through litigation. The

strong progress made by Aboriginal communities in the Kimberley has only

occurred with effective representation by the KLC.

During the past year, a number of things have held back this representation.  The

administrative processes imposed by operating under a Grant Controller have

limited our flexibility to deal effectively with native title matters. The period under

the Grant Controller was far longer than what was agreed or required.  Despite the

formal expiry of the arrangements, it took a further nine months before the Grant

Controller was removed.  This was an unnecessary expense, and raises serious

concerns about the proper treatment of the KLC.

We welcome support for community driven initiatives, and believe that

governments can work in a complementary manner with the KLC to build upon the

successful agreements we negotiate.

We face further uncertainty into the future, with the possibility of changes to native

title legislation and implementation processes. But the long term interests and

aspirations of our people will only be secured from a position of strength

underpinned by our rights to native title under the NTA.  Deals made directly with

individual Aboriginal communities have historically been developed on an unequal

footing, and we fear that trends to bypass representative organisations will, in the

long term, be detrimental to the interests of both Kimberley Aboriginal people and

the wider community.

With the removal of ATSIC’s elected representatives, and the appointment of an

unrepresentative National Indigenous Council to provide government with policy

advice on indigenous matters, we fear that Indigenous people are being denied a
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fair and relevant say in our future.  Policy statements issued by the National

Indigenous Council endorsing the extinguishment of native title by compulsory

acquisition do not reflect the aspirations of Kimberley Aboriginal people.  Nor do

they reflect the practical realities of advancing the well being of our people.

Kimberley Aboriginal people now have a unique opportunity to secure an

improved economic and social outlook through native title.  Our native title

successes give us a strong position at the negotiating table, and we have made

some outstanding agreements.  But a significant flaw remains in the funding of

Prescribed Bodies Corporate (PBC’s). The bodies that hold native title on behalf of

Traditional Owners, the PBC’s, remain unfunded.

PBC’s are integral to the engagement of Traditional Owners in planning and

development for their country, yet PBC’s are not resourced.  This frustrates attempts

by all parties to bring about economic and social change.  The KLC is prohibited

under the terms of its funding from assisting the operation of PBC’s.

Recently, the PBC for the Tjurabalan Native Title area received a wind-up notice from

the Registrar of Aboriginal Corporations.  Tjurabalan is central to resource agreements

negotiated by the KLC, and are partners with government in a Council of Australian

Governments (COAG) trial.  The gap between the Tjurabalan PBC’s responsibilities,

and the resources available to it, is too great.  This is not good enough.

The KLC remains a strong and independent organisation, driven by Kimberley

Aboriginal people, speaking up for all our people. We continue our tradition of

looking forward, and of promoting our rights and interests. I acknowledge the

outstanding contribution made by our staff, and especially thank our Executive

Committee and our members for their dedication and commitment over the past year.

We will continue to advance the interests of our mob.

TOM BIRCH
Chairman

Executive Director’s report

Summary of significant issues and developments
The Kimberley Land Council has achieved outstanding

results over the past year, despite operating within very

difficult administrative constraints.  We have maintained the

integrity of Traditional Owners’ approach to country,

continued to consolidate and make further gains in

recognition of native title, and negotiated land use agreements that provide

significant benefits to Kimberley Aboriginal people.
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These outcomes were achieved despite the ongoing imposition of a Grant

Controller, which significantly reduced KLC’s flexibility in delivering services to our

membersand the reduction in the KLC’s level of funding.

Uncertainties in litigation and mediation schedules have led to changes in budget

allocations and expenditure through the course of the year.  Human and financial

resources were re-allocated to meet evolving priorities. The KLC received

significant third party funding for a range of projects.

During the reporting period, the KLC undertook sound financial management, and

maintained high governance and accountability standards.

Over-view of performance and financial results
The significant outcomes achieved by the KLC during the 2004-2005 reporting

period occurred in the areas of native title, agreement-making, and development

and enhancement of relationships with other parties.

Native Title
This period saw the Federal Court formally recognise the Wanjina Wunggurr

Willinggin and Karajarri people as the owners of their respective traditional lands.

The KLC undertook work to assist the establishment of PBC’s for these groups, and

to develop a timetable for the negotiation of co-existence agreements with

pastoralists.

KLC also assisted with the establishment of the Miriuwung Gajerrong Prescribed

Body Corporate.  Strong progress was made towards the resolution of a number of

other native title claims.  The Court heard final submissions in the Rubibi claim,

which was referred to a last mediation, prior to the Court’s decision.  

Resolution of the Noonkanbah native title claim was significantly advanced

following negotiations with the WA Government which should see the claim

resolved by consent in the near future.

The Federal Court handed down an interim decision in the Bardi Jawi claim,

recognising native title over the mainland area of the claim and the inter-tidal zone.

Significant issues remain to be resolved in this claim, which the Court has referred

to mediation.

Progress towards an Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA) between the Nyikina

Mangala claimants and the Shire of Derby West Kimberley has been positive. The

parties have agreed on the terms of the agreement and an ILUA is likely to be

registered in the next reporting period.

Other native title claims were progressed to varying degrees, including claimant

meetings, anthropological reports and other research.  Significant progress was

made with the WA Government in relation to connection evidence, which should

speed up the progress of these claims in the next reporting period.  Investigation

is being undertaken into the presentation of a Kija cultural bloc claim,

encompassing the Purnululu, Malarngowem, and Ngarrawanji claims.



Agreements
The KLC maintained involvement with the Tjurabalan native title holders during the

reporting period. Continuing participation with the Tjurabalan-Council of Australian

Government trial was complemented by an outstanding resource sector agreement

between Tanami Gold and the Tjurabalan community. This agreement will deliver

strong employment, training, and business developments opportunities, together

with community development benefits for the area’s Aboriginal people.

Representing the Rubibi claimants, the KLC also delivered an historic agreement

with the WA Government over release of residential land in return for significant

benefits for the Rubibi community.

A landmark ILUA was reached between Traditional Owners and Argyle Diamonds

over the operation of the Argyle Diamond Mine in the East Kimberley.  This

agreement successfully addressed a number of issues going back to the original,

flawed Argyle Diamonds Agreement of 1980.  Significant benefits will flow to

Traditional Owners from the new agreement.

Good progress was made in global negotiations between the Miriuwung Gajerrong

people and the WA Government, leading to a Memorandum of Understanding

(MoU) in relation to land matters in the East Kimberley.  An agreement is expected

to be concluded within the next reporting period.

The KLC represented Traditional Owners in ongoing negotiations with resource

companies, Aztec Resources and Sally Malay, and developed facilitation and

assistance protocols with Woodside Energy Ltd and Inpex Browse Ltd in relation to

major resource development proposals. The KLC has had involvement with

negotiations between Traditional Owners and developers in a number of other

instances.

Negotiations are ongoing between the WA Government and the KLC, representing

Kimberley Traditional Owners, on the development of a Regional Heritage

Agreement (RHA).

Other
The KLC facilitated information exchange between third parties and Traditional

Owners across a range of issues with the potential to affect people’s native title

rights and interests.  This included discussion of investigations into taking water

from the Fitzroy River to Perth, the National Indigenous Council’s policy on the

nature of native title land ownership, and a range of other resource and

development activities.

During the reporting period, the KLC implemented its 2004-2007 Strategic Plan and

its 2004-2005 Operational Plan, whilst undertaking the development of its 2005-

2006 Operational Plan.  During the period, the KLC experienced a relatively high

staff turn-over, recruiting a new Principal Legal Officer and Finance Manager,

amongst other positions.  The organisation registered a Certified Agreement with

the Industrial Relations Commission in July 2004.
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Financial results
In this reporting period the KLC received significantly less funding than the

previous reporting period. Funding was reduced from a total of $6.4M to just over

$3.6M for the 2005 – 2006 reporting period. The organisation’s reduced expenditure

was achieved by the successful completion of a number of applications in active

litigation during the previous reporting period. The substantial reduction in payroll

expenditure was the result of a major decrease in staff numbers from the previous

financial year. Consequently other budget line items associated with operational

activity, such as vehicle costs, were also significantly reduced. The overall

expenditure should not be seen as an indicator of the demands on KLC. The extent

of KLC’s capacity to meet the demand for native title services in the region is

determined by the level of resources available to KLC. 

Outlook for 2005-2006
During the next reporting period, the KLC will be required to undertake further

significant work following the decisions of the Federal Court in relation to the Bardi

Jawi and Rubibi native title claims.  The ramifications of the Bardi Jawi

determination are still uncertain, but any course of action directed by the claimants

is likely to require a significant allocation of resources.  It is unclear when this claim

will be finalised.

It is expected that the Rubibi claim will be completed in the next reporting period.

A recent partial determination by the Court has cleared the way for a more

productive mediation process, and the Court has indicated its desire to bring the

matter to an early conclusion.

The registration of an ILUA between the Nyikina Mangala claimants and the Shire

of Derby West Kimberley should be completed in the next reporting period.  The

KLC also expects that the Noonkanbah claim will have made significant progress

towards resolution in that time.

The progress and resolution of these matters will inform the remaining outstanding

native title claims in the Kimberley.  Recent changes to the WA Government’s

requirements in relation to connection materials should further facilitate the

progress of these claims.

The position taken by both the State and Commonwealth governments will have a

significant impact on the resolution of native title in the Kimberley, and hence on

the work of the KLC.  Both governments can take steps to streamline their approach

to native title, and significantly reduce the time, financial and resource requirements

for progressing claims.

The level of Future Act activity in the Kimberley is increasing at an exponential rate.

During 2003-04 there were 268 Future Act notices.  This grew to 282 in 2004-2005,

with a forecast 523 in the 2005-2006 period.  The magnitude of future acts,

combined with the limited staff resources available to the KLC, severely restricts our

ability to deal with and effectively address them in a timely manner.
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This not only delays development in the region, but it is to the detriment of

Kimberley Traditional Owners, who may miss significant opportunities to derive

benefit from their native title rights in relation to regional economic opportunities.

Ensuring Aboriginal people are able to take these opportunities would complement

efforts by the Commonwealth government to facilitate Aboriginal engagement in

the mainstream economy.

Resource constraints continue to limit the outcomes achievable by the Kimberley

Land Council.  We are extremely successful and efficient in delivering the services

required of us as a Native Title Representative Body.  In a constantly variable

litigation and operational environment, we manage our finances and resources

soundly.  Yet the KLC is faced with a funding reduction for the 2005-2006 reporting

period.

Recruitment and retention of staff, amidst funding constraints, remains difficult for

the KLC.  We are unable to match private or public sector conditions, and staff

members working in remote locations under difficult conditions face high

workloads and great stress.  The particular difficulties of working for the KLC need

to be considered when assessing appropriate staff numbers and salary levels.

Certainty of funding, and certainty of the policy and legal environment in which we

operate, is key to the KLC’s ongoing delivery of positive outcomes to Kimberley

Traditional Owners.

I acknowledge the work of the KLC Executive and staff over the past twelve

months, and congratulate them on their contribution to the significant outcomes

achieved by the KLC.

The Kimberley Land Council remains an important component of a strong and

enduring Kimberley Indigenous culture. We are made up of Kimberley Traditional

Owners who guide and direct our efforts to promote the interests of Kimberley

Indigenous people.  We will continue to secure real outcomes for our members,

and invite governments and the wider community to work with us to bring about

positive changes in the lives of Kimberley Aboriginal people.

WAYNE BERGMANN

Executive Director

KIMBERLEY LAND COUNCIL ABORIGINAL CORPORATION
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Overview

Description of the Kimberley Land Council 
The KLC was first established in 1978 at a meeting of Kimberley Aboriginal people

following a dispute between Kimberley Traditional Owners, the Western Australian

Government and a large mining company at Nookanbah. The KLC was set up as a

peak regional community organisation, to secure Kimberley Aboriginal Traditional

Owners’ rights and interests in their lands and waters, and to protect their

significant places.

In May 2000, the Federal Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs

recognised the Kimberley Land Council, under s 203AD of the Native Title Act 1993

(Cth) (NTA), as the Native Title Representative Body (NTRB) for the Kimberley

region in Western Australia. 

As a Native Title Representative Body, the KLC’s operations were primarily funded

during the reporting year by the Office of Indigenous Policy Coordination (OIPC)

under an Agency Service Agreement.

Role and functions 
Legislation 
The KLC is an incorporated association under the Aboriginal Councils and

Associations Act, 1976. In accordance with the rules of operation prescribed by that

Act, the KLC has adopted certain objectives to advance the aspirations of Kimberley

Aboriginal people. 

Legislative Functions
As a Native Title Representative Body, the KLC has specific functions under Part 11,

Division 3 of the NTA. These functions are:

• Facilitation and assistance (s203BB);

• Certification (s203BE);

• Dispute resolution (s203BF);

• Notification (s203BG);

• Agreement-making (s203BH);

• Internal review (s203BI); and

• Other functions referred to in s203BJ and such other functions as are conferred

on representative bodies by the NTA.

Corporate Governance Policies
The Corporate Governance of the KLC is dictated primarily by the organisation’s

Constitution and the statutory requirements of the ACAA under which the KLC is

incorporated.  Governance matters are also considered within the framework of the

KLC’s Native Title Representative Body functions governed by the NTA, along with

its funding agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

KIMBERLEY LAND COUNCIL ABORIGINAL CORPORATION
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Within these statutory functions and obligations, the Executive of the KLC makes

decisions in relation to its Governance policies.  These decisions are documented in

the KLC Policy and Procedure Manual, and are applied to the governance activities

of the KLC, including the conduct of all Executive and Sub-committee meetings,

management activities, and development of the Strategic and Operational Plans.

The KLC Executive is diligent in ensuring that the organisation complies with all

regulatory and funding requirements and that the KLC’s governance reflects and

implements KLC’s regulatory obligations, vision, values and policies.

NTRB Functions
In accordance with the KLC’s statutory functions, the KLC assists Kimberley

Traditional Owners to obtain recognition of, and fully enjoy, their native title rights

and interests. The vision, values, policies and priorities of the KLC reflect KLC’s

statutory and regulatory obligations.

Vision Statement
“The Kimberley Land Council is a community organisation working for, and with,

Traditional Owners of the Kimberley to get back country, to look after country and

to get control of our future.”

The KLC Strategic Plan and the annual Operational Plan establish and implement

the Vision Statement.

Values
The KLC as a peak Kimberley Aboriginal organisation is dedicated to the

development of a modern, sophisticated and innovative service to our community.

The KLC is conscious of the dynamic change in contemporary Aboriginal society

and emphasises the role of our communities in managing that change.

The KLC is a practicality-driven organisation, charged with responsibility to protect,

enhance and give formal legal, social and political status to the customs, laws and

traditions of Kimberley Traditional Owners, in accordance with our values of:

• Respect for our law and culture.

• Respect for our Elders and stakeholders

• Fair and transparent decision-making

• Effective and open communication

• Working in partnership 

• Trust and loyalty

• Justice and equality for Indigenous peoples

• Cultural diversity.

Policies and procedures
The work and activities of the KLC management and staff are in accordance with

the documented KLC policies and procedures, which reflect the KLC’s obligations

as an NTRB and which are consistent with the Strategic and Operational Plans.

KIMBERLEY LAND COUNCIL ABORIGINAL CORPORATION
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Setting priorities
Each reporting year it is necessary for the KLC to set priorities for its operations that

address, to the extent possible, the needs and aspirations of the Traditional Owners

it represents within available resources. The priorities must address the statutory

and financial framework, and other constraints, within which the representative

body operates.  The KLC has an established procedure for setting priorities which

is documented in the Policy and Procedure Manual. Priorities are determined by the

Executive annually and can only be varied with Executive direction and approval.

KLC Regional Planning and Prioritising Process
In accordance with the provisions of the NTA the KLC Executive Committee and

staff are involved in an annual process of selecting and giving priority to all matters

arising from its statutory functions. Staff and financial resources are then allocated

and claims are progressed in the reporting period in accordance with the priority

assigned. The requests placed on the KLC for assistance from our members far

exceed the resources available.

Organisational structure 
Membership
The membership of the KLC is open to any adult Aboriginal person who is a

Traditional Owner of country in the Kimberley region. 

Executive Committee
The KLC is governed by an Executive Committee elected for two year terms. The

Executive Committee is responsible for carrying out the KLC’s objects on behalf of

its members. It provides leadership and direction to the organisation; determines

the KLC’s priorities in all policy and operational matters; oversees the

implementation of the KLC Strategic Plan; monitors the progress of native title

applications and other land-related matters; and oversees the conduct of the KLC’s

affairs through the position of the Executive Director. 

The Executive Committee is made up of a maximum of two representatives from

each native title claimant group in the Kimberley. Every two years each claimant

group nominates representatives and proxies for appointment to the Executive

Committee. If required, elections take place at the Annual General Meeting (AGM)

from the nominations received to fill the vacant positions. The general membership

also appoints Special Advisers and a Special Executive Member (all of whom are

Kimberley Traditional Owners) on the basis of their special knowledge and whom

the members deem appropriate because of their experience and contribution to the

objects of the organisation. Members of the Executive Committee give their time

voluntarily.

The Executive Director, who must be a member of the KLC, is also a member of

the Executive Committee and is appointed by the Executive Committee to manage

the daily affairs of the organisation.  The Executive Director position is a paid

position.

KIMBERLEY LAND COUNCIL ABORIGINAL CORPORATION
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The Executive Committee members for this reporting period, and meetings they

attended, are listed in Section 5 (B) of the Report, in Tables 5 and 7 on pages 41

and 43 respectively.

Executive Sub-Committees
The Executive Committee elects a Chair and Deputy Chair from among its

membership, and also appoints members to an Executive Sub-Committee. Members

are elected for a two year period, with terms commencing and expiring at every

second AGM. The Sub-Committee is a smaller group with delegated powers and

responsibilities from the full Executive Committee. 

The Sub-Committee membership is listed in Table 6 on page 43 together with the

attendance record for the meetings in Table 7 on page 43.

Other specific Sub-Committees of the Executive Committee are:

i) The Native Title Representative Body Grants Committee; 

ii) The Native Title Representative Body Review Committee; and

iii) The Native Title Representative Body Audit Committee.

The Grants Committee assesses new applications for assistance as to whether those

native title applications have demonstrated legal merit. Decisions not to provide

assistance may be reviewed, on application, by the Review Committee. If the

applicants for assistance are still not satisfied, they have the right to have the

decision reviewed under the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act, 1977

(ADJR). The process by which this occurs, and the membership of these

committees, is described in more detail under the section: Report on Performance;

Output Group 6-Internal Review.

Annual General Meetings 
The KLC’s Annual General Meetings are attended by the KLC membership and

constituency. In the interests of cost efficiencies these meetings are usually held ‘on

country’ in conjunction with meetings of the Kimberley Aboriginal Law and Culture

Centre (KALACC) and the Kimberley Language Resource Centre (KLRC). This

results in a very high attendance of Kimberly Traditional Owners and ensures a

high degree of representation and participation in the KLC’s decision and policy-

making processes. 

In this reporting period the AGM was held at the Bungarun Leprosorium outside

Derby. In 2004 the Kimberley Land Council was able to coordinate the Annual

General Meeting in conjunction with a Northern Australian Indigenous land

management workshop facilitated by the Northern Australian Indigenous Land

Management Alliance (NAILSMA). This allowed Traditional Owners to participate in

policy formation in relation to land management. 

Staffing
Overall authority for daily operational and administrative decisions is delegated by

the Executive Committee to the Executive Director. The Executive Director is
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assisted in discharging his responsibilities by KLC managers and staff through a

delegations framework. 

The work associated with the KLC’s NTRB functions is undertaken by

multidisciplinary teams. Members of claim teams work closely together and are

responsible for specific claim applications. Claim teams work with claimant groups

on matters relating to the native title applications, including future acts, and obtain

instructions from claimant groups and native title holders.

Legal officers have the carriage of specific claims as well as providing advice on

future acts, agreements, negotiations and all other matters relating to the core

functions of the KLC. 

Due to continuing financial resource constraints no native title officers have been

located in the Halls Creek, Fitzroy Crossing or Derby offices since May 2004.

Outcome and output structure 
Consistent with its statutory function the KLC’s primary activity objective continued

to be the provision of professional services to Aboriginal people in pursuit of the

recognition and protection of native title. 

The KLC output structure is derived from NTRB functions, as set out in the NTA,

and comprises:

• facilitation and assistance;

• certification;

• dispute resolution;

• agreement making;

• internal review; and

• other functions.

These functions underpin the development of the KLC Strategic Plan and the

Operational Plan for each funding year. The KLC’s Strategic Plan establishes the

KLC Strategic Objectives by reference to its statutory functions. The Strategic Plan

also establishes key performance indicators in relation to consultation, decision

making and setting of priorities as required by S203D of the NTA. 

The detailed 2004 - 2005 Operational Plan identified anticipated outcomes (results)

by reference to outputs (statutory functions) in relation to prioritised activities.

Key Features of the Strategic Plan and Operational Plan 
Strategic Plan
The KLC’s current Strategic Plan, covering the years 2004 - 2007, sets the direction

for the organisation, and provides a broad outline of how the KLC will undertake

its activities.

The Strategic Plan identifies KLC’s vision, values, internal and external

environments, and Native Title Representative Body purpose and functions. For

each NTRB function, the Plan sets out KLC’s strategic objectives, policies, strategies,

and key performance indicators.
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Operational Plan 2004 – 2005
The KLC’s Operational Plan, covering the period of this Annual Report (2004-2005),

was a detailed outline of what the KLC intended to do in the short term.  The

Operational Plan followed on from the Strategic Plan and broke the ‘big picture’

down into identifiable activities.  It was developed by reference to the KLC’s Policy

and Procedure Manual, and our statutory requirements, in association with our

conditions of funding.

The Operational Plan was therefore a tool for managing the KLC’s native title

activities, by identifying in priority order the detail of planned work, timelines for

completion, and the staff and financial resources to be allocated to that work.  

The 2004 - 2005 Plan was arranged under the KLC’s NTRB Functions headings, and

identified project names, priority, key results expected, start and end dates, and

cost.

The activities outlined in the 2004 - 2005 Operational Plan reflected the

environment in which the KLC operates, the objectives established, and the

priorities identified by the Executive Committee in preparing the plan. There is a

direct relationship between KLC’s Strategic Plan and the activities prioritised in the

Operational Plan.

The 2004 - 2005 Operational Plan followed consistently from the previous

Operational Plan. It showed clear and consistent progression of ongoing work and

identified new work to be taken on. The identification of both ongoing and new

work was undertaken in accordance with the KLC’s documented prioritisation

process.

In formulating the Operational Plan, each activity was considered in terms of:

• The overall 2004 - 2007 Strategic Plan

• The objectives contained in the Strategic Plan (including the prioritisation

objective identified in the Priorities (203D) section); specifically

(a) finalisation of native title cases currently before the courts

(b) advancement of native title applications in the mediation process by

preparing connection reports

(c) maintenance of other native title applications in the mediation stream by

assisting claimant groups with negotiations and agreements relating to native

title rights and interests.

• The prioritisation process documented in the KLC Guidelines for Assistance in

Native Title Claims section of the KLC’s Policy and Procedures manual 

• The extent to which the activity assisted the KLC in achieving its objectives and

implementing it statutory functions

Each outcome in the 2004 - 2005 Operational Plan was also formulated in a native

title environment characterised by the following key features:

• Cultural Strength of Indigenous Communities

• Federal Court Approach to Kimberley Native Title Applications

• Commonwealth Native Tile Policy Framework
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• State Native Title Policy Framework

• Demographics

• Resources

• Legal Environment

The financial and human resources available to the KLC are limited. The

Operational Plan established a balance between demand and resources. The

Operational Plan managed priorities by reference to budget and time.

Report on performance 

The Strategic and Operational Plan
In accordance with the KLC’s Strategic Plan for 2004–2007, the organisation’s

general priorities in relation to the output structure in the reporting year were: 

• the lodgement and finalisation of native title applications, including

representation in litigation; 

• responding to future act notices;

• the negotiation of agreements; and

• general activity to ensure the protection and recognition of native title.

These areas continued to represent the major demands upon the organisation. They

constituted the most significant expectations Kimberley Traditional Owners have of

the KLC, and prioritise the KLC’s statutory functions.  

More specifically, in the reporting year, the priorities were to:

• progress the trials and conclusion of native title applications in the litigation

stream;

• concurrently actively participate in the mediation of claims in the litigation

stream;

• engage in consultation with the ONT to facilitate the preparation of connection

material and agreement on connection as a precondition to mediation of

consent determinations;

• mediation of consent determinations;

• negotiate land access agreements which provide substantial economic and

social benefits to Traditional Owners;

• maintain other native title applications in the mediation stream by assisting

claimant groups with negotiations and agreements relating to native title rights

and interests;

• participate with the NNTT and the State Government Office of Native Title in a

bi-annual regional planning process to set and review agreed priority claims for

the Kimberley; and

• negotiate, with the assistance of the NNTT, a Kimberley Regional Heritage

Protection Agreement with mining industry representatives.
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Performance according to contribution to outcome,
outputs and targets 
The KLC’s outputs and contribution to outputs were generally completed in

accordance with performance targets established in the Operational Plan.

External factors affecting the time taken to complete specific activities were beyond

KLC’s control and included:

• responses by parties including third parties in mediation and litigation and

negotiation

• case management by the Federal Court

Output 1 – Facilitation and assistance
The major core function of the KLC continued to be the provision of facilitation and

assistance to native title holders and registered native title bodies corporate in the

preparation and progression of native title applications, including facilitating, and

providing representation in consultation, mediation and negotiation.

In the reporting period the majority of staff time and resources was devoted to the

core facilitation and assistance function in relation to native title applications in the

litigation stream and the mediation of priority claims including mediation

concurrent with litigation. In the reporting period the KLC has achieved the

following:

• Karajarri Determination Area B – following Federal Court orders for 

consent determination

• Wanjina Wunggurr Wilinggin – Federal Court made order following judgement

• Bardi and Jawi – judgment

In February 2005, the Federal Court reserved its decision arising from the Rubibi

claims. Mediation of the Rubibi claims commenced during the latter part of the

hearing and continued during the reporting year.

1.1 – Claimant applications
There were 25 native title claimant applications in progress (including post

determination implementation) in the Kimberley region during the reporting year.

The KLC represented claimants in 24 of the claims and is a Respondent to one

claim.

Table 1: Status of Native Title applications 

in the Kimberley 2004–2005

NNTT Application Federal Court Status Progress
Reference Name Reference

WC00/02 Karajarri WAG 6100/98 Determined Post 

Determination 

implementation
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NNTT Application Federal Court Status Progress
Reference Name Reference

WC00/06 Balanggarra #3 WAG 6004/00 Registered

WC00/010 Gooniyandi WAG 6008/00 Registered

Combined 2

WC94/02 Miriuwung WAG 6001/95 Determined

Gajerrong #1

WC04/4 Miriuwung WAG 124/04 Registered

Gajerrong #4 MG #2

withdrawn 

replaced by 

MG #4

WC94/011 Purnululu WAG 6007/98 Registered

WC95/023 Wanjina WAG 6015/99 Determined

Determined Wunggurr

in Willinggin

conjunction 

with 

WAG6015/99 WA 96016/95 

WC95/048 Bardi Jawi WAG 0049/98 Determined

WC96/032 Ngurrara WAG 6077/98 Registered

WC96/075 Ngarrawanji WAG 6107/98 Registered

WC97/101 Kurungal WAG 6217/98 Registered

WC98/009 Noonkanbah WAG 6229/98 Registered

WC98/039 Mayala WAG 6255/98 Registered

WC99/007 Wanjina WAG 6061/98 Registered

Wunggurr/ 

Dambimangari

WC99/019 Bunuba WAG 6133/98 Registered

WC99/020 Lamboo WAG 6095/98 Registered

WC99/025 Nyikina WAG 6099/98 Registered

and Mangala

WC99/035 Wanjina WAG 6033/99 Registered

Wunggurr/ 

Uunguu

WC99/036 Goolarabooloo/ WAG 6002/98 Registered

Jabirr Jabirr

WC99/040 Scotty Birrell and WAG 6157/98 Registered

Others (Koonjie 

Elvire)

WC99/044 Malarngowem WAG 6182/98 Registered

WC95/31 Balanggarra WAG 60027/98 Registered

Combined
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NNTT Application Federal Court Status Progress
Reference Name Reference

WC99/023 Rubibi WAG 6099/98 Registered

Combined

including 

Rubibi #1

WC04/006 Rubibi #17 Not Registered. 

Combined with 

Rubibi #1 and 

heard together 

with Rubibi #1

At the end of the reporting period, the KLC was instructed to provide facilitation

and assistance to applicants in 24 of the Kimberley applications and represented

the interests of some members of the native title claim group as a respondent in

one other claim. 

The consolidation or combination of claims continued to be an efficient way to

manage limited resources. The 24 applications in which KLC was instructed include

related claims. For example Dambimangari and Uunguu are the identical native title

holding group to the Wilinggin claimants. Together the claim comprises the one

cultural bloc made up of three separate native title applications. Similarly the MG

#4 claim covers an almost identical native title holding group to the MG #1 claim

and together the claims comprise one cultural bloc.

The KLC policy to lodge and negotiate native title country claims continued. Claims

extending as far as possible across the traditional country of the native title holding

group were in various stages of negotiation in the reporting period. Resources were

allocated to support the assessment of the Purnululu, Malarngowem and

Ngarrawanji claim boundaries and to determine whether the claimants comprise a

Kija cultural bloc.

Amended Applications – Mayala
During the reporting period one amended application was filed in the Federal

Court. 

The Mayala application is contiguous with the Bardi and Jawi native title

applications. Due to a previous amendment to the contiguous boundary of the

Bardi and Jawi native title applications, the boundary of the Mayala application was

required to be reduced by 0.7 km. This minor amendment triggered the application

of the registration test and subsequential amendments were required to align the

Mayala application with current native title jurisprudence which had developed

since the previous application of the registration test to the Mayala application. The

amended application passed the registration test in late July 2005.
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New Application – Rubibi
During the reporting period, one new application was filed in the Federal Court.

The Rubibi # 17 application was lodged in September 2004.  It covers areas within

the Rubibi Combined claim area that, since the original Rubibi applications were

lodged, have become either Aboriginal held or unallocated Crown land.  The

lodging of the application establishes the potential for the Court to find that no

prior extinguishment applies to those areas because of the operation of s47, s47A

or s47B of the NTA.  The beneficial provisions of s47, s47A & s47B are applicable

when the application is made. The application has been combined with the Rubibi

Combined application.

Priorities – Categories of Claims
The prioritisation of native title claims continued to be considered at Regional

Planning meetings. Priorities were considered in consultation between KLC and the

Office of Native Title with the assistance of the National Native Title Tribunal. OIPC

attended the regional planning meeting held on June 24th, 2005.

All claims in which KLC provides facilitation and assistance are important. As

resources do not permit all claims to be progressed concurrently, claims are

necessarily prioritised by reference to KLC’s established policy and procedure for

establishing priorities including consideration of resources. 

KLC’s priorities are categorised as follows:

Litigation

• Completion of claims in litigation

Mediation

• Negotiation of consent determinations following agreement on connection

• Negotiation of connection reports including preparation of report

• Preliminary preparation of connection material  

• Future acts: heritage issues and socio-economic benefits

The activity levels generally reflect the State’s description of activities attached to

claims and which were subject to general agreement at the June 2005 Regional

Planning meeting.

As claims are finalised the Executive will consider, subject to the availability of

resources, the upgrading of the activity attached to other claims.

Litigation

Bardi Jawi
The Federal Court decision in Paul Sampi and Ors on behalf of the Bardi Jawi

people v State of Western Australia & Ors was handed down on 10 June 2005. The

Court recognised native title over the mainland area of the claim and the intertidal

zone. Significant issues remain to be resolved. The Court indicated that the parties

might consider some issues concerning the status of the islands in mediation and
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otherwise indicated that the parties might wish to make further submissions on the

status of the islands.

Substantial resources must be allocated to the finalisation of the claim in the next

reporting period.

Wanjina Wunggurr Wilinggin
A determination was handed down in August 2004 giving effect to the judgement

of the Federal Court delivered on 8 December 2003. The determination established

native title over approximately 70,000 square kilometres of land in the Kimberley

region.

This native title claim will be finalised when the KLC notifies the Court of the

Prescribed Body Corporate that will hold and manage native title on behalf of the

native title holders, which must be done by 11 November 2005. A timetable for the

community meetings and consultation on the PBC has been developed for

September 2005.  Once instructions on how people want to manage their native

title rights and interests are obtained, the PBC rules will be developed and

submitted to ORAC for approval.  The first meeting of the PBC will then be held

so that it can accept its nomination to act as the Wanjina Wunggurr Willinggin PBC.

The nomination of the PBC can then be taken back to the Court and the matter

finalised.  This matter is expected to be completed mid way through the next

reporting period.

Rubibi combined and Rubibi #17
Final submissions in the Rubibi claims were filed in the Federal Court in February

2005. The Federal Court reserved its decision. 

In October 2004, at the request of the KLC, and other parties, the Court referred the

applications to mediation. The mediation was initially coordinated by the NNTT.

Progress was made in mediation. However the failure of Walman Yawuru (a

respondent claiming rights separate to the Yawuru) to participate in the mediation

halted its progress.

As a consequence, the Federal Court appointed Federal Court Registrars to mediate

the issue of the native title holding group. Mediation failed notwithstanding KLC’s

submissions to the Court that Walman Yawuru are part of Yawuru.

In August 2005, the Federal Court determined the identity of the group holding

native title in favour of Rubibi. Mediation of substantive issues will continue in the

next reporting period. It is anticipated that the finalisation of the mediation and the

development of a PBC will require the allocation of substantial resources.

Karajarri
On 8 September 2004, following the signing by the parties of a Minute of Consent

Orders, the Federal Court issued a determination on country. The determination

recognised that, prior to extinguishment, the Karajarri Traditional Owners would

have held exclusive possession native title rights and interests over the land area
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covered by the application. The determination recognised that native title rights had

been extinguished to some extent and were subject to rights granted under a

pastoral or mining lease, rights of licence-holders, and rights of CALM over a

conservation area. However, the rights and interests of Traditional Owners

recognised include rights to conduct ceremonies, enter and remain on the land and

waters, and take fish, flora, water and ochre. Native title rights and interests had

been completely extinguished in only a small area of the claim.

As an element of the consent determination, the Karajarri agreed to enter into

negotiations with pastoralists to conclude a co-existence agreement. Discussions

have commenced and will continue in the next reporting period.

Ngurrara
Significant progress was made in the latter part of the reporting year with a view

to the negotiation of a consent determination in the next reporting year. Following

the submission by the KLC of material supporting connection, discussions were

held with the Office of Native Title to identify further information required to satisfy

the State’s Connection Guidelines. An anthropologist has been engaged to provide

a further report on questions raised by the State.  Subject to agreement on

connection, it is anticipated that negotiations on a consent determination will

commence in the next reporting period. 

Balanggarra
Significant progress was made with a view to the negotiation of a consent

determination. Following discussion with the Office of Native Title to identify

further material required to satisfy the State’s Connection Guidelines, a

supplementary anthropological report was prepared and submitted to the State. A

response is anticipated from the State late in 2005. 

With the assistance of the NNTT, claimant meetings were arranged to report on

progress and discuss the establishment of a working party to participate in future

negotiations. 

Subject to agreement on connection with the State, it is anticipated that the

negotiations on a consent determination will commence in the next reporting period.

Ngarrawanji 
The activities on the Ngarrawanji claim have been increased and resources

allocated to fund an anthropological assessment to ascertain whether the

Ngarrawanji claim forms part of a cultural bloc together with the Purnululu and

Malarngowem claims. It is anticipated that the assessment will be concluded late in

the next reporting year. If the assessment is positive, further work will be done to

support the progression of a cultural bloc claim.

Nyikina Mangala
A decision has been made to allocate in-house resources to the preparation of

preliminary connection material in the next reporting period. The progress of the
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Noonkanbah claim is expected to have a positive impact on the progression of the

Nyikina Mangala claim.

Miriuwung Gajerrong #4
Significant progress has been made towards a consent determination with

connection and the identity of the claim group agreed between the State and KLC.

In October 2004, the KLC provided the State with a detailed submission outlining

the existing material that was available to meet the State’s connection requirements

in relation to the claim. On 2 February 2005, the KLC was informed by the State

that consideration of the MG#4 connection submission was a “policy matter” and,

as such, could not be progressed while Government was in caretaker mode. 

KLC continued to argue that the resolution of the MG#4 application was an integral

part of the settlement of the Ord 2 Global Negotiations. In April and May 2005,

intensive meetings were held in Broome and Perth respectively at which the KLC

presented the anthropological basis of the claim to the State. Subsequent to these

meetings, the State accepted that connection has been established in accordance

with the Guidelines. The description of the claimant group was also finalised.

Negotiations with all parties for a consent determination will proceed early in the

next reporting year.

Wanjina Wunggurr Uunguu 
and Wanjina Wunggurr Dambimangari
At the Kimberley Regional Planning Meeting, in March 2004 the KLC proposed, in light

of the findings of Sundberg J. in relation to the native title community in the Wanjina

Wunggurr Wilinggin matter, that consideration is given to prioritising the Wanjina

Wunggurr Uunguu and Wanjina Wunggurr Dambimangari matter for settlement. 

In July 2004 the State and the KLC agreed on a process for the provision of material

relevant to outstanding issues on connection. It is anticipated that this material will

be provided to the State by September 2005, allowing the claims to progress to

mediation once the State’s connection guidelines have been satisfied.

Nookanbah
The resolution of the Noonkanbah claim was not previously an agreed priority

between the State and KLC. Accordingly, the KLC had not anticipated allocating

resources to the progress of this claim. The KLC was approached by the State to

assist in the resolution of the claim. The KLC participated in the negotiation in

accordance with its obligation as a representative body to ensure that the claim was

inclusive and in accordance with traditional law and custom. In December 2004, a

community meeting was held at Noonkanbah at which KLC agreed to work

cooperatively with the Applicant’s solicitor to complete outstanding matters in

support of a Minute of Consent Determination in the Noonkanbah application

including the establishment of a PBC. 

The nature and extent of KLC’s involvement in these matters in the next reporting

period is the subject of on-going negotiation. However, it is anticipated that
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significant resources may be required to assist in the preparation and finalisation of

the Applicant’s connection material.

1.2 – Non-claimant applications
No non-claimant applications were made in the KLC NTRB area in the reporting year.

1.3 – Agreements
This section refers to agreements made and finalised in the reporting period. Some

negotiations may have commenced in the previous reporting period.

During the reporting year, negotiations were concluded in relation to a range of

matters including: 

• heritage protection agreements for mining and exploration activities; 

• finalisation of a Memorandum of Understanding between KLC and the

Department of Indigenous Affairs (DIA) in relation to the process for transfer

of Reserve Lands to Traditional Owner groups;

• agreement between a native title group and pastoralists to enter into post `

determination negotiations of a co-existence agreement;

• agreement with Argyle Diamond Mine Pty Ltd on the terms of an ILUA;

• agreement with Tanami Gold on the terms of a mining agreement; 

• agreement on the terms of a negotiation protocol governing the negotiation of

a mining agreement with Aztec Resources; and

• non-intrusive access agreement with Woodside Energy and Inpex Browse Ltd.

It continues to be KLC’s experience that negotiated agreements provide many

tangible benefits for Traditional Owners, proponents and the wider community.

Many future act negotiations require highly technical and/or commercial advice.

The necessity for KLC to contract this expertise from outside the organisation

continued. This was, generally, a costly exercise. Where possible the KLC continued

to seek financial assistance from proponents to meet the costs of negotiation. This

approach allowed KLC to successfully conclude a number of important agreements. 

Where third party funding cannot be secured, scarce resources had to be allocated

between competing areas of work with tension arising between responding fully

and systematically to the future act matters and progressing native title applications.

All work is important in terms of advancing or protecting the rights and interests of

Kimberley Traditional Owners and all are NTRB responsibilities under the NTA.

Unfortunately the resources available to the KLC were not sufficient to meet the

demand for negotiations in all future act matters.  

1.4 – Compensation claims
No compensation applications for the loss of native title were made in the reporting

year. 

1.5 – Responses to future acts
All Future Act notices are entered into the KLC Future Act database on receipt and

immediately forwarded to native title claim groups for the purposes of notification. 
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The level of work in the future act area is shown in Table 2 (Output 1.5 and Output

4 – Notification). In the reporting year there were responses of some kind made to

282 future act notices. The degree of response to Future Act notices by the KLC is

dictated by the available resources and subject to the priorities set by the Executive

Committee.

The KLC aimed to ensure that registered native title claimants are notified of any

acts that could affect their native title rights and interests. This is done as a matter

of principle and in accordance with the requirements of this function under the

NTA. In the reporting year, the KLC received a total of 282 future act application

notices. Of those, 207 were mineral tenement-related applications.

Improvements to the future act database and the notification process will continue

to be a priority in the next reporting year.

The various types of notices received by the KLC pursuant to the future act

provisions of the NTA include:

• different types of mineral notices such as exploration, prospecting, mining and

petroleum titles;

• compulsory acquisition notices for land to be used by a third party;

• compulsory acquisition by a government party for public purposes;

• pearling and aquaculture;

• water licences;

• road building; and 

• other purposes.

Each type of future act attracts a different procedural right for registered claimants.

In accordance with the Service Level Agreement between the State and the KLC,

the KLC submitted to the State of Western Australia, during the reporting year, two

(2) six monthly Future Acts Officer Reports showing the number of Future Acts for

which notices were received, by type.

Table 2: Future Acts for which notices were received during the

reporting period as reported to the State, by type

Type of future act Number Type of future act Number

Exploration licence application 151 Capture feral animal licence 1

Mining lease application 17 Notice of intention 5

Prospecting licence 28 Pastoral lease 2

Petroleum licence 3 Pearl oyster farm lease 2

Miscellaneous licence 8 Power supply 2

Sub-total 207
Clear native vegetation 13 Public road 7

Commercial Filming permission 4 Public work 2

Compulsory acquisition 11 Residential 1

Diversification permit 3 Telstra 2
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Type of future act Number Type of future act Number

Land use 2 Tourist development lease 3

Lease 11 Water supply 4

TOTAL notices received 282

The appointment of a Future Act Officer, funded by the State Government Office

of Native Title (ONT), continued. The Officer continued to be responsible for

streamlining the process by which the KLC responds to Future Acts, in particular

mining and exploration matters, and refining the data collection process and the

database for reporting purposes.

The KLC continues to be engaged in a high number of significant future act

negotiations, whilst trying to manage a broad future act workload.

Regional Heritage Agreement
During the reporting year, the KLC continued to participate in the Western

Australian Government’s Heritage Protection Working Group (HPWG), which was

established following a recommendation of the Technical Taskforce on Mineral

Tenements and Land Title Applications. One outcome from the final report was to

negotiate standard regional heritage agreements across Western Australia between

native title representative bodies and the mining industry. Such agreements are

intended to streamline the processing and granting of mining tenements, reduce the

backlog of applications, and address heritage protection issues. Negotiations will

continue in the next reporting period.

Shire of Derby ILUA
Following the Memorandum of Understanding signed by the Shire of Derby West

Kimberley and the Nyikina Mangala claimants in March 2004 setting out a process

for negotiation of an Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA), significant progress

has been made in negotiation.  A final document has been agreed by the parties

and the ILUA is likely to be authorised in the next reporting period.

Priority future acts include those listed below.

Argyle Diamond Mine
In November 2004, following lengthy negotiations, an ILUA was signed between a

group of Kimberley Traditional Owners and the Argyle Diamond Mine Pty Ltd. The

ILUA was lodged with the NNTT. Subsequently, objections to its registration were

filed. The KLC made submissions in support of the registration. The NNTT

registered the ILUA.

Sally Malay/Thundellara
Sally Malay has, along with Thundellara Pty Ltd acquired an interest in a new

mining lease. This has led the KLC to seek to expand the scope of the original

negotiations to incorporate both the new mining venture and the existing Sally

Malay mine. 
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A dispute between the joint venture parties has delayed the negotiations over a new

mining lease area. Negotiations are continuing over the current mining lease.

Sally Malay 
The KLC is negotiating a mining agreement with Sally Malay over a valid mining lease

in the Malarngowem/Purnululu claim areas. Negotiations are proceeding and claimants

have established a negotiating committee which is participating in the negotiations.

Tanami Gold
Negotiation of a mining agreement in the Tjurabalan area, which commenced June

2004, have been finalised with authorisation meetings of the Tjurabalan native title

holders held and the agreement signed by the PBC, Tjurabalan Native Title Land

Corporation .

Aztec Resources
Aztec Resources have made an application for a mining lease over part of Koolan

Island. A negotiation protocol has been signed between the KLC, the

Dambimangari claimants and Aztec Resources to enter into negotiation of a mining

agreement. Negotiations are continuing.

Impex Browse Ltd
The KLC has entered into a co-operation and access agreement with proponents

interested in commencing a project within the Dambimangari claim area. Under this

agreement the KLC will facilitate meetings between the proponent and Traditional

Owners which had been expected in early March 2005 to discuss the project. The

KLC will facilitate the meetings at the request of the proponent.

Woodside Petroleum
The KLC has signed a co-operation and access agreement with Woodside. Under

this agreement the KLC will facilitate meetings between Woodside and Traditional

Owners to allow Woodside to assess the feasibility of bringing gas ashore from the

Browse Basin. Should the project proceed Woodside has agreed to enter into

negotiation of a land use agreement with the affected traditional owner group. The

KLC is currently facilitating community meetings with Traditional Owners and

affected Aboriginal people.

Miriuwung Gajerrong Global Negotiations
In February 2004, during the previous reporting period, the State Government

issued notices to acquire over 60,000 hectares of land subject to the Miriuwung and

Gajerrong native title determination and application, primarily for the development

of Ord Stage II. The State has funded a negotiation process in which the Miriuwung

and Gajerrong people are represented by the KLC and a 26 member Miriuwung and

Gajerrong Steering Committee. This project represents the largest planned release

of agricultural and horticultural land in Western Australia. Although this is not

funded through core NTRB funding, the negotiations have required significant

Traditional Owner time and KLC staff resources and expertise to progress.
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The negotiations were originally scheduled by the State for completion in

December 2004. However, this deadline has required amendment on a number of

occasions primarily due to the procedural and substantive complexity of the

negotiations.

The following agreements have been negotiated or reports produced during this

reporting period:

• the Ord 2 Global Negotiations Memorandum of Understanding  – 12 November

2004;

• 10 draft versions of the Ord Final Agreement, part of which is an ILUA; and

• a series of cultural heritage reports in relation to the development area from KLC

retained expert anthropologists and expert archaeologists.

Intensive negotiations on the final draft of the Ord Final Agreement are continuing

and are expected to be completed in the next reporting period.

Output 2 – Certification
Once work commences on the preparation of an application for determination of

native title, KLC staff undertake the following tasks:

• ethnographic research to identify the basis of the community of native title

holders, the area of land and/or sea to be claimed, and the membership of the

claimant group;

• assistance to the community of native title holders to organise a series of

inclusive and widely advertised meetings in relation to the application;

• provision of advice on the legal and other issues affecting the application;

• if requested, the provision of advice to the community in relation to the

selection of the appropriate named applicants;

• making records of minutes of all meetings, and of the decision-making process

undertaken within the meetings; and

• drafting application forms.

As part of the process of certification, a memorandum is prepared detailing the

decision-making process by which the claimants select and authorise the

applicants. If the KLC is satisfied that there has been a proper and fair process to

authorise the named applicants by the claimant group, and that all efforts have

been made to ensure that the application identifies the native title claimant group,

then the Executive Director may certify the application. 

In the reporting year, one amended application and one new application was filed

in the Federal Court. Three applications, including the application for registration

of an ILUA, were certified by the KLC. 

Output 3 – Dispute Resolution
KLC dispute resolution functions are based on a philosophy that emphasises

mediation and negotiation within the community of native title applicants, and

seeks to identify one cohesive native title holding group prior to the lodgement or

progressing of native title applications.
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The process undertaken to assist in developing agreement between and within

groups generally comprises of four parts:

a) developing a comprehensive profile of the relevant native title community

through detailed anthropological, historical, cultural and linguistic research, in

order to guide facilitation and mediation strategies;

b) convening inclusive community meetings that attempt to identify any relevant 

differences and disagreements between people. Depending on the gravity of a 

dispute, a community member of high standing or an impartial person of high 

standing from outside the community (such as the KLC Chairman) may be asked

to chair the meeting. The KLC will assist the community to propose their own 

solutions to the relevant issues;

c) where necessary, holding individual meetings with concerned people to

provide information and advice; and

d) if no progress is made through internal attempts at dispute resolution,

requesting assistance from various formal institutions in relation to mediation.

Such institutions include the Kimberley Aboriginal Law and Culture Centre, the

National Native Title Tribunal and the Federal Court.

Output 3.1 – Disputes relating to native title applications
It is the KLC’s policy to endeavour to resolve disputes relating to native title

applications by consultation at claimant meetings and in the course of claim

preparation. In this reporting period one dispute were resolved in this way.          

A claim by Walman Yawuru seeking special rights arising from the Rubibi claim

could not be resolved, either by consultation or mediation with the assistance of

the Federal Court appointed mediatiors. Ultimately, the Federal Court determined

the issue in favour of the Rubibi claimants.

Output 3.2 – Disputes relating to ILUAs, rights of access and other matters
During the reporting year, the KLC did not provide assistance in disputes relating

directly to right of access issues. 

Output 4 – Notification 
The KLC aims to ensure that registered native title claimants are notified of any acts

that could affect their native title rights and interests. This is done as a matter of

principle and in accordance with the requirements of this function under the NTA.

During the reporting period the KLC received a total of 282 future act notices [See

Table 2]. Of those, 207 were mineral tenement-related applications. 

The various types of notices received by the KLC pursuant to the future act

provisions of the NTA include: 

• mineral titles notices such as exploration, prospecting, mining, and petroleum titles; 

• compulsory acquisition notices for land to be used by a third party;

• compulsory acquisition to a government party for public purposes; 

• pearling; 

• aquaculture; 
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• water licences; 

• road building; and

• other purposes. 

Output 5 – Agreement Making

Output 5.1 – Number of ILUAs effected
One ILUA with Argyle Diamond Mine was concluded in the reporting year. There

was significant progress on the negotiation an ILUA with the Shire of Derby/West

Kimberley, which is expected to be finalised early in the next reporting period.

Output group 6 – Internal Review
The KLC has two separate review policies. One relates to decisions of the NTRB

Grants Committee and the other relates to decisions of the KLC generally. 

Review of KLC NTRB Grants Committee decisions – Reasons for decision
If the Grants Committee rejects an application for assistance, the KLC gives clear

written reasons for the decision. The applicants are informed of their right to have

the decision reviewed. 

If applicants are dissatisfied with any aspect of the decision, and they give the KLC

written notice that they wish to have it reviewed, then a review is conducted by a

KLC NTRB Review Committee. The Review Committee consists of the KLC

Chairperson and four nominees. This review committee cannot include any

member of the Grants Committee that made the original decision, and members

must declare any conflict of interest and absent themselves from the committee in

the case of any conflict.

In reviewing the decision, the NTRB Review Committee considers whether:

a) any breach of natural justice has occurred;

b) the decision was in any way induced or affected by fraud;

c) there was insufficient material presented to justify the decision;

d) an irrelevant consideration was taken into account;

e) a relevant consideration was not taken into account;

f) there was any element of bad faith in the decision making process;

g) proper consideration was not made of the merits of the case before the decision

was made;

h) the decision was an unreasonable one; and/or

i) the decision was arbitrary.

Once a decision is made, the NTRB Review Committee provides written reasons to

the applicants for the decision. If the applicants are still not satisfied, they have the

right to have the decision reviewed under the ADJR. Applicants also have the right

to seek a review of the Review Committee decisions under s203FB of the NTA.

The availability of this process of internal review is publicised through the

following mechanisms:

• in writing at the time of informing applicants about the initial NTRB Grants
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Committee Decision; 

• in community meetings; and

• at KLC Executive Committee meetings, in accordance with KLC guidelines for

assistance.

KLC Grievance Resolution Policy
The grievance resolution policy is applicable where a member of the KLC is

dissatisfied with a decision of the KLC Executive Director, a Sub-Committee of the

Executive Committee, a delegated decision, or any other act of a member of KLC

staff. This policy excludes decisions of the NTRB Grants Committee.

The complainant is required to notify the Executive Director of their complaint. If the

matter relates to a member of staff, it is referred to their supervisor and an internal

investigation commences. If the grievance is with a decision or act of the Executive

Director, the matter is referred to the Chairman and the same procedure applies.

This procedure is communicated to the community through appropriate measures.

Output group 6.1 & 6.2 – Number of reviews pending and/or competed   
No internal reviews were conducted in the reporting period. 

Table 3: Actual performance in target areas 

Facilitation and assistance Number

Claimant Applications 24

— Filed this year 1

— Number current 24

— Number registered with NNTT 23

Non-Claimant Applications __

Agreements 107*

Compensation Claims __

Responses to Future Acts 282

Determination of Native Title 2

ILUAs registered 1

Disputes relating to Native

Title Applications 1

Disputes relating to ILUAs, rights 

of  access and other matters 1

Number of ILUAs effected 1

Number of reviews pending __

Number of reviews completed __

*NOTE: There were 104 heritage protection agreements and three other agreements

reached during the reporting period to the State, 1 May 2004 to 30 April 2005. Three

other agreements were reached in the financial year reporting period.
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Output 7 – Other functions

Output 7.1 - Educational Resources
During the reporting period the KLC produced six newsletters for our constituents

containing information and educational material on current issues affecting the

organisation and developments in native title law and related matters. The KLC also

produced an Annual Report. Individual project and claimant newsletters were also

prepared to inform applicants of developments in their area.

The Chairman and Executive Director of the KLC appeared periodically on

Kimberley regional radio and television to provide information about issues

currently affecting native title holders. The KLC issued media releases about

relevant issues on a regular basis.

The KLC developed and published its first website, containing information for

members and the general public on a range of relevant issues.  The website allows

downloading of newsletters, media releases, Annual Reports, the Strategic Plan, and

other documents.  Links are provided to other relevant websites, including the

National Native Title Tribunal.

The KLC monitors the media for relevant information, which is distributed as

appropriate to members, the Executive, and staff.

It is the policy of the KLC to produce innovative ways of disseminating information

to address the diverse linguistic and cultural needs of the community.

Meetings with claimant groups were regularly convened at which information was

provided to our members about current issues affecting native title holders and

claimants, and developments in native title law.  Regular meetings of the Executive

Committee were held at which KLC policy positions were developed. As part of this

process, the Executive Committee was informed of the wider community’s range of

views on Indigenous issues, and responses were developed as appropriate. The

Executive Committee is charged with the responsibility of representing their claim

group’s views and communicating KLC policy developments back to the Traditional

Owners.

One regional staff meeting and a staff planning workshop were convened during

the reporting period to inform staff on organisational restructure, delegations

frameworks and the implementation of change management processes within the

KLC. These meetings were in addition to regular section meetings which are used

to disseminate information about organisational issues and developments to KLC

staff. The meetings also focused on reviewing the current Operational Plan in

relation to the overall Strategic Plan and development of the 2005-2006 Operational

Plan.

Output 7.2 - Agreements with other Representative bodies
The KLC has no formal agreements with other representative bodies. 
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Output 7.3 - Identification of Claimants and Holders
During the reporting period the KLC conducted ethnographic research across

several regions. The results of this research are held within the KLC’s records

management systems. This research also contributes to the substantial holdings of

the KLC’s library. Current data retrieval records are updated to ensure all

information is captured and accessible.

Governance and Administration
The KLC maintains appropriate accountability and management systems which

result in unqualified audit reports. The system provides timely and high-quality

information to support governance decision making and accurate and meaningful

information to users on a regular basis. This ensures adequate financial controls are

in place to responsibly manage the resources of the organisation.

Consultation (203D)
In compliance with its statutory functions of consultation about matters relevant to

the operations of the NTA, the KLC consults as extensively with its members as

resources permit. 

As a community-based organisation, the KLC employs various consultative

mechanisms. The primary means of consultation are:

• Applicant group meetings - held as regularly as resources permit, to advise 

Traditional Owners about the legal and political framework of native title, and 

recent court decisions relevant to the progress of their native title applications 

and/or agreement negotiations. Instructions are taken from the native title group

at these meetings. 

The degree of consultation with any particular claim group reflects priorities set by

the Executive Committee. The KLC Executive Committee recognises that the

priorities will shift in the next financial year following the successful completion of

the current matters in litigation.

Decision making and Review (203D)
It is KLC policy to make orderly and transparent decisions in accordance with the

organisation’s Guidelines for Assistance in Native Title Matters. The KLC continues

to review, improve and publicise the KLC’s decision making policies to ensure that

they are effective, with appropriate and efficient internal review processes.

Priorities (203D)
The KLC continued to progress claims and applications prioritised according to the

principles outlines in the KLC guidelines for Assistance in Native Title Claims, including:

a the finalisation of native title cases currently before the courts; 

b the advancement of native title applications in the mediation process by

preparing connection reports; and

c the maintenance of other native title applications in the mediation stream by

assisting claimant groups with side negotiations and agreements relating to

native title rights and interests.
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Analysis of Performance 
Trend information 

Legal Environment
There appears to be a trend towards mediation as opposed to litigation of native

title claims. In light of developing High Court and Federal Court jurisprudence,

there is increasing certainty as to how native title operates in relation to interests in

land and water.

The High Court decisions in Yorta Yorta, Ward and Yarmirr established the general

legal requirements that native title claimants must prove in order to establish

connection to the land and waters subject to a native title application. These general

legal requirements have been augmented by detailed judgments on specific fact

situations in cases such as the Wanjina decision and the De Rose Hill decision

(upheld on appeal), which accepted that indigenous connection to land and waters

could be understood through the concept of a ‘cultural bloc’. Similarly, the general

principles of extinguishment have been settled by the High Court in Ward, so that,

to a great extent, the legal interaction between native title and other interests

(freehold, pastoral and special leases, reserves) are broadly settled. 

It is anticipated that the development of increasing legal certainty will provide a

more secure basis for all parties to enter into negotiated, rather than litigated,

settlements of native title.

Commonwealth Native Title Policy Framework
The KLC’s priorities and activities were consistent with the increasing policy trend

towards economic and social development in Indigenous communities.

The Commonwealth indigenous policy framework in relation to indigenous issues

takes a whole of government and outcomes-focused approach to resolving

entrenched economic, social, political and cultural concerns within many

indigenous communities. Within this Commonwealth policy framework, native title

is a necessary foundation for the development of effective and durable economic

and social systems. Consistent with KLC policy this framework provides the KLC

with the opportunity to further develop the links between economic and social

development within indigenous communities and the recognition of traditional

ownership of country, and of traditional laws and customs and traditional

representative and governance structures.

The Operational Plan prioritises the KLC agreement making functions including

future acts and Indigenous Land Use Agreements reflecting the policy of the KLC

to continue to deliver sustainable economic development underpinned by

recognition of native title.

The KLC continued its strong commitment to working with all parties to achieve

negotiated and agreed native title outcomes, to ensuring the expedited resolution

of all claims, and to negotiating sustainable economic development outcomes. As
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such the Operational Plan reflected the Commonwealth’s commitment to a fair,

stable, and effective native title system through whole-of-government co-ordination. 

Regional Planning 
The trend towards agreement on the prioritisation of native title claims continued

in the reporting period. Regional Planning meetings were held with the NNTT and

the State Government Office of Native Title. The meetings considered the status of

each Kimberley claim, identified the claims which could realistically be advanced

in the 2004-2005 reporting year, and the assistance to be provided by the NNTT. 

The NNTT submitted mediation reports for the Federal Court Directions Hearings

identifying the status of each of the applications and referring to major Future Act

negotiations. The mediation reports identified priorities and activities agreed at

Regional Planning Meetings and established in the Operational Plan. The reports

provided an update on progress and made recommendations in relation to future

activities.

The process has facilitated agreement between the KLC and the State on the

prioritisation of claims and provided the basis of agreed submissions to the Federal

Court on the programming of claims by the Court.

Factors, events or trends influencing performance 
The KLC was, generally, able to manage its workload in accordance with the

Operational Plan in relation to both time and budget. 

Factors which influenced the KLC’s performance were external factors beyond

KLC’s control. Significant external factors that impacted directly on the KLC’s ability

to maintain its objectives and priorities within desired timeframes and are outside

of the KLC’s control included:

i) The approach taken by the State Government, Commonwealth Government and

other parties to the settlement of native title claims by agreement;

ii) The management of native title applications by the Federal Court, including 

the timetables directed by the Court and time taken to consider and deliver 

judgment; 

iii) Resource constraints; 

iv) Staffing levels; and

v) Costs of consultants.

The Approach taken by Other Parties

State Native Title Policy Framework
It remained the policy of the KLC to seek settlement of native title claims by

agreement where possible. Success in achieving this goal is dependent on the

willingness of the other parties to negotiate fair agreements. 

Positions adopted by the Western Australia Office of Native Title (ONT) reflected a

developing commitment to address native title through negotiation rather than

litigation. The KLC is committed to consultation with the Office of Native Title. The



KLC is hopeful that, through the consultative process, opportunities for negotiated

settlements of remaining Kimberley native title applications will be enhanced.

The policy governing negotiation of native title claims is established in the State of

Western Australia’s Guidelines for the Provision of Information in Support of

Applications for a Determination of Native Title. Compliance with the Guidelines is

a precondition to commencing consent determination negotiations.

During the reporting period it remained the policy of the State Government to

require comprehensive connection material prior to entering into settlement

discussions with the native title claimants. 

Notwithstanding the willingness of ONT to clarify and discuss its connection

requirements, significant resources were required to prepare connection material.

This requirement remained a significant factor affecting the KLC’s ability to progress

more than a limited number of native title claims at the same time. 

Resource Constraints
The Kimberley covers an area of approximately 412, 451 square kilometres, divided

into four local government areas, with six major towns and some 200 Aboriginal

communities. Native title has been recognised over approximately 30% of the

Kimberley region. Kimberley land tenure includes National Parks (6%, with plans

for further 4%), Aboriginal reserve (11%), pastoral leasehold (52%, with half held

by Aboriginal interests) and unallocated crown land (15%). The Kimberley

economy is driven by the mining, tourism, agriculture, pastoral, pearling and fishing

industries, together with the community services and public administration sectors.

The KLC’s 2004-2005 Operational Plan sought to establish a balance between

demand and resources. However the resources, human and financial, available to

the KLC were limited. The KLC’s capacity to progress all claims and to respond to

all issues, including land access, was governed by resources. Any reduction in

resources affects performance.

The substantial reduction in staff numbers in the reporting period 2003-2004

continued to affect the amount of work that could be undertaken by the KLC.

Ensuring that membership and third parties have realistic expectations of the KLC’s

capacity, and understand workload pressures, remains an ongoing issue. As a result

of the reduced staff numbers the KLC’s centralisation of service delivery from the

KLC’s Broome and Kununurra offices has reduced the KLC’s ability to service more

remote areas. 

While the KLC continues to progress those matters in the litigation stream the

financial and human resources available to progress other matters in mediation, and

to respond to future acts, remained limited. The reduction in staffing levels has

intensified the demands on remaining staff to respond to the range of statutory

functions. This has placed extremely high workload pressure on remaining staff in

the organisation.
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Recruiting appropriately qualified and experienced staff for positions in the

Kimberley remains difficult. In the reporting period, a new Principal Legal Officer,

Finance Manager, Legal Officer and an Anthropologist were appointed. An

additional Legal Officer will be appointed late in 2005 and a vacant Legal Officer

position will be also filled. 

It is clear that KLC cannot compete in the current labour market because KLC

cannot offer salary packages which are commensurate with those offered in both

the public and private sectors to experienced and less experienced professional

staff. This lack of competitiveness is exacerbated by the high cost of living,

including rental accommodation, in the Kimberley.

In the reporting period, the KLC has also had difficulty recruiting and retaining

experienced support staff. The highly competitive labour market, exacerbated by

the high cost of living in the Kimberley was again the significant factor. The

booming resources sector in the north-west also put pressure on the labour market

as KLC cannot compete with salary packages offered in the mining and associated

industries. This has had a particular impact on the KLC’s capacity to recruit staff to

the Native Title Services Unit. Two Native Title Officer positions remained vacant

at the end of the reporting period.

Federal Court Approach to Kimberley Native Title Applications
The Federal Court continued to case manage native title applications at six monthly

Directions Hearings during which the Court reviewed and monitored the progress

of all KLC applications in the mediation stream. If the Court considers that

mediation is unlikely, or that insufficient progress has been made, the matter may

be referred to hearing. 

The Federal Court continued to take a rigorous approach to progressing native title

applications in the reporting period. The Federal Court exerted pressure by

foreshadowing orders for the establishment of mediation protocols in all matters in

which there has been no concrete progress. Mediation protocols require concrete

progress on an application otherwise the matter would be set down for hearing and

determination.

The present level of funding is insufficient to permit the KLC to progress an

increased number of claims in either mediation or litigation.

The constraints on resources will also be affected by developments in the Bardi and

Jawi and the Rubibi Claims. The anticipated finalisation of the Rubibi and Bardi and

Jawi claims in the reporting year did not eventuate due to circumstances beyond

KLC’s control. The finalisation of these claims is therefore a factor affecting KLC’s

capacity in the next reporting year. A number of significant issues, arising from the

Bardi and Jawi decision, remained to be resolved and the Rubibi mediation will

continue. Although the litigation phase should be finalised in the next reporting

year, the delay in its finalisation will affect the resources which can be allocated to

the progression of other claims in the mediation stream.
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Significant changes in the nature of principal KLC Functions/Services
There were no significant changes in the nature of the KLC’s principal functions and

services. Resource allocation remained heavily weighted towards the facilitation

and assistance function of the litigation cases.

Performance against service charter/standards, complaints data,
and the KLC’s response to complaints 
The KLC does not have an explicit service charter or customer service standards. A

process of management of complaints is used. Written complaints are referred to the

Executive Director, or delegate, who assesses them. In cases where it is appropriate

to respond, the Manager refers them to an appropriate person to manage the

complaint resolution process, allocates a priority response time, and either directly

manages or case manages responses required to deal with the complaint.

Two complaints were received in the reporting period.

Analysis of Financial performance
During the reporting year the KLC recorded a surplus on all activities of $174,728

(2004 - $80,876).

The Change Management process that began in November 2003 continued during

the reporting year.  The Grant Controller appointed at that time continued to

monitor financial management at the KLC until June 2005, when the appointment

was terminated following a report expressing confidence in the ability of KLC to

manage its own financial operations.

The strict cash controls maintained during this period resulted in the KLC having its

funding agreement for the reporting period reduced by $0.4m from the original

approved budget of $4.1m.  While this demonstrated the ability of the KLC to

control its expenditures, it was achieved by reducing some of the services provided

to Kimberley Traditional Owners.  The reduction also meant that KLC staff

continued to operate in a less-than-satisfactory work environment.

At June 30 2005 the KLC was in a strong financial position with net assets increasing

to $1,767,582 (2004 - $1,592,847) and with the net current asset position improving

to $458,443 (2004 – 257,663).

Unexpended Grants at 30 June 2005 stood at $542,703 (2004 - $494,157) of which

$172,870 related to NTRB Operational Grants.
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Table 4: Summary of resources by output

Actual Budget Actual $ Variation
Expenses Expenses Expenses (Column 3
2003-04 2004-05 2004-05 minus
$ $ $ column 2)

Price of NTRB Outputs
Output Group 1.0 – 

Facilitation and Assistance 5,217,347 2,870,997 3,018,715 147,718

Output Group 2.0 – 

Certification 43,311 14,000 40,767 26,767

Output Group 3.0 – 

Dispute Resolution 98,749 28,000 81,535 53,535

Output Group 4.0 - 

Notification 346,488 125,930 366,906 240,976

Output Group 5.0 – 

Agreement Making 704,910 112,000 122,302 10,302

Output Group 6.0 – 

Internal Review 259,866 84,000 163,069 79,069

Output Group 7.0 – 

Other Functions 342,446 879,261 448,441 (430,820)

Total Price of Outputs 7,013,117 4,114,188 4,241,735 127,547

Source of Funding
Revenue from Australian 

Government for NTRB 

Outputs 5,590,389 3,680,391 3,680,391 0

Revenue from other Sources 475,194 433,797 525,995 92,198

Total Funding 6,065,583 4,114,188 4,206,386 92,198

Developments since end of financial year that may affect
future KLC operations or financial results
The amount of Commonwealth funding in the year 2005 -2006 was reduced by

$322,856 (7.8%) from the requested amount. The KLC’s capacity to implement the

Operational Plan is governed by available resources.
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Corporate Governance 
Statement of the main corporate governance 
practices in place
The Corporate Governance of the KLC takes place in accordance with its

incorporation under the Aboriginal Councils and Associations Act 1976.

Governance practices are set out in the KLC’s constitution.  To the extent allowed

under this framework, the elected Executive makes decisions from time to time

about governance practices.

The Executive appoints an Executive Director to manage the affairs of the KLC on

a day to day basis. The Executive Director is also a member of the Executive

committee.  The Executive Director is the interface between the Executive and the

staff of the KLC.  The Executive Director and senior management staff provide

regular reports to the Executive, but the Executive take no direct role in staff

management or day to day operation of the KLC.  The KLC is managed through a

delegations framework and in accordance with the policy and procedures set by

the Executive Committee.

Name of the senior executive and their responsibilities
The Chairman and the Deputy Chairman are elected by the Executive Committee

to represent the members, the committee, and the organisation.  They provide

leadership and direction to the committee and the organisation, ensure that the KLC

operates properly and fairly for all its members, speak on behalf of the KLC and its

members, sign off on legal documents, and chair KLC meetings.

Mr Tom Birch is the Chairman of the KLC.  The responsibilities of the Chairman

are to ensure the that the KLC runs successfully by making sure meetings are held,

and that they are run properly, managing meeting agendas, allowing all Executive

members to participate in decision making, ensuring they understand all decisions

made by the Executive, and signing to confirm accuracy of meeting minutes.

The Chairman provides leadership to the KLC, the Executive Committee, the

Executive Director, and staff and acts as KLC spokesman and interface between the

KLC and the broader community.

Mr Frank Davey is the Deputy Chairman of the KLC.  The responsibilities of the

Deputy Chairman are to work closely with the Chairman, and to take the place of

the Chairman when necessary.  The Deputy Chairman shares the responsibilities of

the Chairman in guiding the committee and ensuring the smooth running of the KLC.

Mr Wayne Bergmann is the Executive Director of the KLC.  The responsibilities of

the Executive Director are the overall day-to-day operational and administrative

management of the KLC, including overseeing the operations of the corporate

services, financial, legal, and native title services units.  The Executive Director is

the interface between the Executive and the staff of the KLC.
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The Executive Director is assisted by a management team consisting of the Principal

Legal Officer (Ms Judith Bornstein), the Finance Manager (to April 2005, Mr James

Segedin; from April 2005, Mr Kevin Smith), the Native Title Services Unit Manager

(Mr Bruce Gorring), and the Executive Unit/Corporate Services Manager (Ms

Christine Robinson).  

The Executive Director and management team meet on a monthly basis to

determine operational and administrative matters.  Managers conduct meetings, as

required, with staff in their areas of responsibility.

Senior management committees and their roles –
separation of powers
The Executive meets a minimum of four times per year, to make decisions about

the direction and activities of the organisation, and other appropriate matters

including the Strategic and Operational Plans.

The Executive has no direct role in the day to day administration and operation of

the KLC.  Specifically, they do not have a direct role in staff recruitment and

management, or in financial management.  The role of the Executive is to set the

direction of the organisation, establish priorities, and direct the development of the

Strategic and Operational plans.  The Executive delegates implementation of its

decisions, including implementation of the Strategic and Operational Plans, to the

Executive Director, and through him to the staff of the organisation.

The Executive Committee members for this reporting period, and meetings they

attended, are listed in Tables 4 and 6 following.

Table 5: KLC Executive Committee members 2004–2006

[as at the end of the reporting year]

CLAIM GROUP EXECUTIVE NOMINATION PROXY NOMINATION

Balanggarra Tom Birch

Vernon Gerrard

Tjurabalan Sandy Cox Gracey Mosquito

Fatima Lulu (Veronica) Donovan Jenkins

Lamboo Rosemary Carey TBA

TBA

Malarngowen Rammel Peters TBA

TBA

Scotty Birrell & Ors TBA

Ngarrawanji TBA

Wanjina Wunggurr Penny Bidd Geoffrey Dutchie

Wilinggin Pansy Nulgit Keith Nanawat
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CLAIM GROUP EXECUTIVE NOMINATION PROXY NOMINATION

Purnululu TBA

Miriuwung Gajerrong Edna O’Malley Ben Ward

Des Hill Marjorie Brown

Uunguu TBA

Ngarinyin TBA

Kurungul Alan Lawford

Butcher Wise

Ngurrara Percy Bulgardie Tom Lawford

TBA Ronnie Jimbidie

Nykina Mangala Anthony Watson

Neville Poelina

Dambimangari TBA

Bardi Jawi Frank Davey Ian Davey

Brian Lee

Mayala Aubrey Tigan Lorna Hudson

Daphne Wilfred

Goolarabooloo TBA

– Jabirr Jabirr

Rubibi Frank Sebastian Louisa Grey

Linda Dean Mary Tarren

Karajarri Edna Hopiga Mervyn Mulardy Jnr

Nita Marshall Dwayne McMahon

Gooniyandi Sam Cox Topsy Chestnut

Lorraine Shandley Michelle Torres

Bunuba George Brooking

June Oscar

Special Executive Ben Ward

Members John Watson

Special Advisers Joe Davey

Joe Brown

Joe Brown and Joe Davey acted as Special Advisers to the Executive Committee.

Wayne Bergmann continued as Executive Director during the reporting year.

The Special Members and Special Advisers may attend any scheduled meetings.

As a community-controlled organisation, all major decisions are made by the

Executive Committee, or the Executive Sub-Committees, and then implemented by

the Executive Director.
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Table 6: KLC Executive Sub-Committee members 2004–2006 

[as at the end of the reporting year]

Tom Birch (Chairman) Frank Davey (Deputy Chairman)

Rosemary Carey Neville Poelina

Linda Dean Daphne Wilfred

Pearly Gordon Alan Lawford

Des Hill Vernon Gerrard

Edna O’Malley Anthony Watson

Joe Brown (Special Adviser) 

Table 7: Executive Committee and Executive 

Sub-Committee member attendances for 2004-2005

EXECUTIVE Aug-04 Sep-04 Sep-04 Nov-04 Feb-05 Mar-05 Apr-05 May-05 Jun-05 MTGS

MEMBER Full AGM Full Sub Full Sub Special Full        ATTENDED

Anthony Watson Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 7

Aubrey Tigan Y Y Y N/A N/A 3

Ben Ward Y Y N/A N/A Y 3

Brian Lee Y Y N/A N/A 2

Butcher Wise Y Y N/A N/A 2

Christine Birrell N/A N/A Y 1

Daphne Wilfred Y Y Y Y Y Y 6

Des Hill Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 7

Dolly Snell Y N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1

Alan Lawford Y 1

Edna Hopiga Y Y N/A proxy N/A 2

Edna O’Malley Y Y Y Y Y Y 6

Fatima (Veronica) Lulu Y N/A N/A 1

Frank Davey Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 7

Frank Sebastian Y Y Y Y Y Y 6

George Brooking Y N/A Y N/A 2

Joe Davey Y Y N/A Y N/A Y Y 5

Joe Brown Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 7

John Watson Y N/A Y N/A Y 3

June Oscar Y N/A N/A Y 2

Linda Dean Y Y Y Y N/A Y 5

Lindsay Mungulu N/A Y N/A Y 2

Lorraine Shandley N/A N/A 0

Louis Karadada Y Y Y N/A Y N/A Y 5

Marmingee Hand N/A N/A 0

Neville Poelina Y Y Y Y 4
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EXECUTIVE Aug-04 Sep-04 Sep-04 Nov-04 Feb-05 Mar-05 Apr-05 May-05 Jun-05 MTGS

MEMBER Full AGM Full Sub Full Sub Special Full        ATTENDED

Nita Marshall Y Y N/A Y N/A Y 4

Pansy Nulgit Y Y Y Y N/A Y N/A 5

Pearl Gordon Y Y Y Y Y 5

Penny Bidd Y Y Y N/A N/A 3

Percy Bulgardie Y Y Y N/A Y N/A Y 5

Phylis Gallagher Y Y N/A Y N/A Y 4

Regina Karadada Y Y N/A Y N/A Y 4

Robert Lee Y 1

Romme Peters Y Y N/A N/A Y 3

Rosemary Yeeda Y N/A N/A 1

Rosemary Carey Y Y Y Y Y Y 6

Sam Cox N/A N/A 0

Sandy Cox Y Y N/A N/A 2

Shirley Drill N/A Y N/A Y 2

Stuart Morton N/A N/A Y 1

Tom Birch Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 9

Vernon Gerrard Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 8

Warren Barunga Y Y Y N/A Y Y 5

Wayne Bergmann Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 9

TOTALS 7 14 36 28 13 25 10 9 25

Training arrangements for board members 
During the reporting period, Executive members participated in one workshop conducted

by the NNTT on the future acts process. Three Executive members also attended the NTRB

conference in Coffs Harbour where they attended a variety of sessions on the current

issues and trends in native title. During the reporting period information sessions were

also provided by staff on developing trusts and agreements, and other areas of governance

including planning and prioritisation of KLC activities. 

With the election of a new Executive at the 2004 AGM, Executive members were provided

with a comprehensive Executive Kit, outlining their roles and responsibilities as Executive

members, and detailing the relevant policies and procedures of the KLC.  The Kit also

detailed KLC’s NTRB functions.  Executive Members were also given a verbal briefing and

summary of the Executive Kit.

Development of the Strategic and Operational Plans included a component of informing

the Executive of the how the planning process operated, methods of prioritisation, and

how the Plans are implemented.

Corporate and Operational Planning 
The KLC conducted two staff workshops in the reporting period. The purpose of the

workshops was to review the 2004 - 2005 Operational Plan and prepare suggested priorities

for the 2005 – 2006 Operational Plan to present to the Executive.



Issues discussed also included:

• Tasks and function of the Native Title Services Unit- outputs and outcomes;

• Revised Delegations Framework;

• Workplace planning;

• Servicing the KLC NTRB area;

• Change Management; and

• Management and decision making processes and lines of responsibility.

Financial and operational risk management
During almost the entire reporting period, the KLC operated under a Grant

Controller and Change Manager. The Grant Controller and Change Manager

monitored the activities of the KLC, and assisted the KLC to identify areas of

potential risk, and to develop strategies to minimise exposure to risk. Under this

process, the KLC has developed and applied stringent financial and operational

processes to ensure that adequate information is available for the effective

management of the organisation.

The KLC employs a Financial Manager to manage the financial affairs of the

organisation.  The Financial Manager is a qualified CPA, and forms part of the KLC’s

senior management team.

The senior management team meets monthly to review progress, and identify

upcoming issues.  Financial and operational reports are presented to these

meetings, and any issues or potential issues requiring attention are dealt with.  The

management group is pro-active in identifying financial and operational risk, and

invariably adopts a cautionary position.

The Executive Director and senior staff provide financial and operational reports to

the Executive meetings, and assists the Executive in identifying potential risks and

appropriate courses of action to minimize or exclude those risks.

The KLC retains an Auditor who assists the organisation with financial management,

compliance, and risk analysis.

The Executive Director maintains a watching brief on all the activities of the KLC,

and keeps the Chairman and Deputy Chairman appraised of operational and

financial matters.

Ethical policy and standards 
The work of the KLC staff is conducted in accordance with ethical standards

relevant to their particular disciplines or professions, to professional codes of

conduct, and in line with the KLC policy and procedures manual.

Remuneration of senior staff 
Remuneration of senior staff is negotiated in relation to market factors, and resource

and other recruitment issues for the organisation. Two employees received a salary

package of more than $100,000 during the reporting period.
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External Scrutiny 
Significant developments in external scrutiny
For the majority of the reporting period, the KLC operated under the supervision

of a Change Manager and Grant Controller.  The Grant Controllership was instigated

during the preceding reporting period.  Reviews under the Grant Control process

provided positive reports on the governance, management, financial procedures,

and operations of the KLC.  At no time was there any question or evidence of

malpractice.

The Change Manager reported positively on the KLC’s response to the change

initiatives process.

Judicial decisions and decisions of administrative tribunals
There have been no judicial or administrative tribunal decisions in relation to the

KLC during the reporting period, other than legal decisions that affected native title

matters generally.

Evaluation and/or audit reports 
— findings and responses
KLC operated under a Change Manager and Grant Controller during most of the

reporting period, and reviews conducted by those parties helped to inform changes

in the governance, management, financial procedures, and operations of the KLC.

These changes are now fully incorporated into the running of the organisation.

Other external review
There have been no other external reviews of the KLC.

Management of human resources 
Workplace planning, staff retention and turnover
The KLC recognises the importance and value of the Executive Committee and staff

contribution to workforce planning. Following reviews under the Change

Management/Grant Controllership process, all operational staff now prepare detailed

workplans.  These reflect the Strategic and Operational Plans of the organisation. 

Executive Committee members and staff were extensively involved in planning

processes for the 2004-2007 Strategic Plan, and 2005-2006 Operational Plan.  Central

to this was a three day workshop conducted in May 2005.

Managers conduct regular planning sessions with staff in their units.  Information

from these sessions informs review and planning undertaken by the senior

management group on a monthly basis.

Staff from the various offices  meet regularly to discuss workplace issues.  Whole-

organisation staff meetings were held on two occasions, including a three day

workshop in June 2005.
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High staff turnover occurred during the reporting period.  The KLC recruited a new

Principal Legal Officer, and a new Finance Manager, along with a number of other

positions.  Recruitment and retention of staff remains difficult for the KLC, due to

a number of factors, including remoteness from major centres, extremely high

workloads, and uncompetitive salary packages and conditions due to resource

constraints.  This is costly to the organisation both financially and in terms of

corporate knowledge and expertise.

Performance management
The KLC continues to utilise and refine its performance management procedures

and activity based reporting. Staff performance is reviewed on a regular basis as

required, and staff prepare and work to detailed workplans.

Training and development undertaken and its impact 
The KLC values its staff members and recognises the importance of skills

development not only for staff but also for its Executive Committee members.

During the reporting period there were insufficient funds to adequately address

staff training needs. 

During the reporting period staff participated in training sessions in negotiation and

mediation skills, agreement making and business process re-engineering. A two day

workshop for senior staff was held in June 2005 on performance management and

management leadership. Two Indigenous staff members are currently studying

undergraduate and postgraduate studies in business and management.

The Legal Unit has held two professional development workshops which included

consideration of progressing of claims in the context of developing legal principles

and ONT policy.

Four staff members also attended the NTRB conference in Coffs Harbour. 

Impact and features of certified agreements and AWAs
On 12 July 2004, the KLC Enterprise Agreement was certified by the Commissioner

of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.  This agreement includes

provisions covering employment and remuneration, rates of pay and their

adjustment, leave and allowances, workplace relations, organisational change and

human resource management.

The agreement provides for certainty and transparency in staff employment

conditions, defining the role and activities of the organisation in staff management.

This has improved employment security and simplified staff management.

Occupational Health and Safety performance 
While the KLC complies with the basic occupational health and safety requirements,

it is concerned to improve standards in this regard. However, in the absence of

adequate funding it is difficult to achieve best practice in this area. Every effort

continues to be made to ensure that staff work in a safe working environment at

all times, whether in the office or the field. During the reporting year, many staff
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workstations were upgraded and all staff were offered first aid and four-wheel-drive

driver training.

Statistics on staffing 
The KLC staff is comprised of Indigenous and non-Indigenous personnel and

includes lawyers, anthropologists, native title officers, librarians, and financial and

administrative personnel. Thirteen positions were funded through project grants

other than OIPC’s NTRB funding. 

Table 8: Staff profile as at 30 June 2005

Indigenous Non-Indigenous Total

Male 6 9 15

Female 11 12 23

Total 17 21 38

At 30 June 2005 there were three NTRB funded staff vacancies and two non-NTRB

vacancies.

Indemnities and insurance premiums for officers
The officers of the KLC are covered for professional indemnity under the policy of

Aboriginal Association Liability Insurance (Professional Indemnity) to the value of $10M. 

Consultants, tendering and contracting
The KLC let 45 consultancy service contracts in 2004-2005.  Twenty-eight were

related to legal counsel services, thirteen to anthropological services and four to

other consultancy services. The total costs to the KLC for consultancy services in

the reporting year were:

Legal 503,638

Anthropological 177,481

Other 57,757

TOTAL 738,876

The KLC uses a register of consultants, as previously approved by ATSIC.

Consultants are required to submit fixed fees for each financial year, which makes

for competitive tendering.

The practice of contracting consultants to provide expertise is less than ideal for the

KLC. The reality is that the KLC cannot employ (on a salaried staff basis) all the

necessary expertise required to progress native title claims and complex

commercial negotiations. The demands of litigation and negotiations within difficult

timetables necessitate high expenditure on external assistance. With limited funds

to devote to training and specialist skills development within the organisation, it is

KLC policy that consultant contractors work closely with staff, to facilitate

transference of skills and expertise.  This approach will help to develop and retain

capacity within the organisation.
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Statement of financial performance
for the year ended 30 June 2005

2005 2004
Note $ $

Revenues from ordinary activities 2 8,357,853 9,292,883 

Employee benefits expense (2,989,710) (3,378,530) 

Depreciation and amortisation expenses (75,200) (82,615) 

Borrowing costs expense (20,365) (25,729) 

Other expenses from ordinary activites (5,097,850) (5,725,133) 

Surplus (deficit) from ordinary activities 
before income tax expense 174,728 80,876 

Income tax expense - -

Surplus (deficit) from ordinary 
activities after income tax expense 10 174,728 80,876 
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Statement of financial position
as at 30 June 2005

2005 2004
Note $ $

Current assets
Cash assets 3 2,117,857 760,470 

Receivables 4 1,019,289 1,953,506 

Other -   -   

Total current assets 3,137,146 2,713,976 

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment 5 1,507,206 1,520,063 

Rental bonds on leased premises - 8,483 

Investments - controlled entity 15 1 1 

Total non-current assets 1,507,207 1,528,547 

Total assets 4,644,353 4,242,523

Current liabilities
Payables 6 1,626,684 1,657,361 

Interest bearing liabilities 7 55,550 40,085 

Employee entitlements 318,050 264,710 

Unexpended grants 16 542,703 494,157 

Unexpended Project Funds 135,717 -   

Total current liabilities 2,678,703 2,456,313 

Non-current liabilities
Interest bearing liabilities 8 198,067 193,363 

Total non-current liabilities 198,067 193,363 

Total liabilities 2,876,770 2,649,676 

Net Assets 1,767,582 1,592,847 

Equity
Asset revaluation reserve 9 253,128 253,128 

Accumulated funds 10 1,514,454 1,339,719 

Total Equity 1,767,582 1,592,847
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Statement of cash flows
for the year ended 30 June 2005

2005 2004
Note $ $

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts 9,324,705 8,301,453 

Cash payments (7,906,577) (8,062,012) 

Net cash inflow (outflow) 
from operating activities 11 1,418,128 239,441 

Cash flows from investing activities
Fixed asset purchases - (68,755) 

Proceeds on sale of fixed assets - -   

Net cash inflow (outflow) 
from investing activities - (68,755) 

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from borrowings - -   

Repayment of borrowings (56,228) (20,471) 

Net cash inflow (outflow) 
from financing activities (56,228) (20,471) 

Net increase (decrease) in cash held 1,361,900 150,215 

Cash at the beginning of the financial year 760,470 610,255 

Cash at the end of the financial year 3 2,122,371 760,470  
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Schedule of commitments
as at 30 June 2005

2005 2004
$ $

Lease commitments
Commitments in relation to leases contracted for at the reporting date but not

recognised as liabilities, payable:

Within one year 306,828 334,062 

Later than one year but not later than 5 years 379,971 137,971 

Later than 5 years - -   

686,799 472,033 

Representing:

Non-cancellable operating leases 495,843 319,312 

Commercial property leases 190,956 152,721 

686,799 472,033 

Operating leases
Commitments for minimum lease payments in relation to

non-cancellable operating leases are payable as follows:

Within one year 245,048 243,121 

Later than one year but not later than 5 years 250,795 76,191 

Later than 5 years - -   

495,843 319,312 

Commercial property leases
Commitments for minimum lease payments in relation to 

residential property leases are payable as follows:

Within one year 61,780 90,941 

Later than one year but not later than 5 years 129,176 61,780 

Later than 5 years - -   

190,956 152,721 

Finance leases
Commitments in relation to finance leases are payable as follows:

Within one year 56,556 48,920 

Later than one year but not later than 5 years 97,213 76,224 

Later than 5 years - -   

Minimum lease payments 153,769 125,144 

Less: Future finance charges 21,124 14,636 

Total lease liabilities: 132,645 110,508 

Representing lease liabilities:

Current (note 7) 55,550 40,085 

Non-current (note 8) 77,095 70,423 

132,645 110,508 
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Operating statement – all functions
for the year ended 30 June 2005

2005 2004
$ $

Income
Grants

Operational 4,584,830 7,228,119

Capital - -   

Brought forward 489,639 (477,641)

5,074,469 6,750,478 

Less: Unexpended grants (542,703) (489,639) 

Less: Unexpended Project Funds (135,717)

Add: Grants carried forward 256,215 

Other income

Services 3,844,241 2,655,178 

Rental income 56,471 93,618 

Interest received 33,697 14,698 

Donations 22,523 12,335

Total Income 8,352,982 9,292,883 

Expenditure
Depreciation 75,200 82,615 

Doubtful debts 15,911 57,840 

Interest expense 20,365 25,729 

Minor capital items 61,149 108,123 

Motor vehicle expenses 553,550 635,370 

Other - 1,348 

Payroll expenses 2,989,710 3,378,530 

Repairs and maintenance 121,445 58,754 

Services 3,602,601 3,742,012 

Supplies 184,170 345,632 

Travel 554,154 776,054 

Total expense 8,178,253 9,212,007 

Surplus from ordinary activities 174,728 80,876 
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Operating statement – NTRB functions
for the year ended 30 June 2005

2005 2004
$ $

Income
Grants

Operational 3,680,391 6,468,030 

Less Specific Funding for 

Global Negotiations (165,000) -   

Capital - -   

Brought forward 128,538 (477,641)

3,643,929 5,990,389 

Less: Unexpended grants (172,870) (128,538) 

Other income

Profit on Sale of Assets 353 -   

Services 491,082 614,808 

Rental income 47,651 67,440 

Interest received 16,361 10,013 

Total Income 4,026,506 6,554,112 

Expenditure
Depreciation 69,705 81,174 

Doubtful debts 15,911 47,589 

Interest Expense 20,320 25,729 

Minor capital items 69,918 27,989 

Motor vehicle expenses 272,073 509,376 

Other 5,494 1,866 

Payroll expenses 1,869,971 2,607,813 

Repairs and maintenance 99,868 36,199 

Services 1,431,195 2,500,548 

Supplies 87,470 248,882 

Travel 134,811 525,952 

Total expense 4,076,736 6,613,117 

Surplus from ordinary activities - 
NTRB Functions (50,230) (59,005)
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Grant acquittal statement – 
OIPC native title grants

for the year ended 30 June 2005

Actual Budget Variance
$ $ $

Income
Grants

Operational 3,680,391 3,680,391 0

Less Specific Funding 

for Global Negotiations (165,000) (165,000) 0

Capital 3,515,391 3,515,391 0

Brought forward 128,538 128,538

Total grants 3,643,929 3,515,391 128,538

Other income

Activity Generated 

Income 82,435 0 82,435

Recovered expenses 408,648 433,797 (25,149)

Interest income 16,361 0 16,361

Rental income 47,651 0 47,651

555,094 433,797 121,297

Total income 4,199,023 3,949,188 249,835

Expenses
Capital 0 0 0

Payroll expenses 1,869,971 1,763,419 (106,552)

Motor vehicle expenses 292,159 307,009 14,850

Repairs & maintenance 145,670 151,718 6,048

Interest expense 606 0 (606)

Services 1,453,264 1,363,477 (89,787)

Supplies 129,673 157,226 27,553

Travel 134,811 206,339 71,528

Total expense 4,026,153 3,949,188 (76,965)

Unexpended at year end 172,870 0 172,870
Transfer to unexpended 

grants (172,870) 0 (172,870)

Net amount carried forward 0 0 0
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Notes to and forming part of the financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 2005

Note 1. Summary of significant accounting policies
This general purpose financial report has been prepared in accordance with

Accounting Standards, other authoritative pronouncements of the Australian

Accounting Standards Board, Urgent Issues Group Consensus Views and the

Aboriginal Councils and Associations Act 1976.  It is prepared in accordance with

the historical cost convention, except where stated, on a current valuation basis.

Unless otherwise stated, the accounting policies adopted are consistent with those

of the previous year.

a. Income tax
The Corporation is deemed an exempt body for income tax purposes. No

provision is made for income tax.

b. Acquisition of assets
The purchase method is used for all acquisitions of assets. Cost is measured as

the fair value of the assets given up, or liabilities undertaken at the date of

acquisition plus incidental costs directly attributable to the acquisiton.

Capital grant incomes and expenditures are included in the Native Title Grant

Acquittal Statement included in the notes of the financial report to provide a

better appreciation of the funding arrangements.

c. Receivables
All debtors are recognised at the amounts receivable.

Collectibility of debtors is reviewed on an ongoing basis. A provision for

doubtful debts is raised when some doubt as to collection exists when a debt

is more than 60 days overdue.

d. Depreciation of property, plant and equipment
Depreciation is calculated on a straight line basis to write off the net cost or

revalued amount of each item of property, plant and equipment (excluding land

and investment properties) over its expected useful life to the Corporation. The

expected useful lives are as follows:

Computer equipment 2.5 - 3 years

Other plant and equipment 5 - 20 years

Where items of plant and equipment have seperately identifiable components

which are subject to regular replacement, those components are assigned useful

lives distinct from the item of plant and equipment to which they relate.

e. Leasehold improvements
The cost of improvements to or on leasehold properties is amortised over the

unexpired period of the lease or the estimated useful life of the improvement

to the Corporation, whichever is the shorter.
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f. Recoverable amount of non-current assets
The Corporation reviews annually the carrying amount of property, plant and

equipment to ensure it is not in excess of the recoverable amount of the assets.

The recoverable amount of an asset is the net amount expected to be recovered

throught the cash inflows arising from its continued use and subsequent

disposal. Where the carrying amount of a non-current asset is greater than its

recoverable amount, the asset is written down to its recoverable amount.

g. Revaluations of non-current assets
Subsequent to initial recognition as assets, land and buildings are measured at

fair value being the amounts for which the assets could be exchanged between

knowledgeable willing parties in an arm's length transaction. Revaluations are

made with sufficient regularity to ensure the carrying amount of each piece of

land and each building does not differ materially from its fair value at the

reporting date.

Revaluation increments are credited directly to the asset revaluation reserve,

except that, to the extent that an increment reverses a revaluation decrement in

respect of that class of asset previously recognised as an expense in the profit

or loss, the increment is recognised immediately as revenue in net profit or loss.

Revaluation decrements are recognised immediately as expenses in net profit or

loss, except that, to the extent that a credit balance exists in the asset revaluation

reserve in respect of the same class of assets, they are debited directly to the

asset revaluation reserve.

Revaluation increments and decrements are offset against one another within a

class of non-current assets, but not otherwise. Revaluations do not result in the

carrying value of land or buildings exceeding their recoverable amount.

h. Leased assets
A distinction is made between finance leases which effectively transfer from the

lessor to the lessee substantially all the risks and benefits incident to ownership

of leased assets, and operating leases under which the lessor effectively retains

all such risks and benefits.

Finance leases are capitalised. A lease asset and liability are established at the

present value of  minimum lease payments. Lease payments are allocated

between the principal component of the lease liability and the interest expense.

The lease asset is amortised on a straight line basis over the term of the lease,

or where it is likely that the Corporation will obtain ownership of the asset, the

life of the asset. Lease assets held at the reporting date are being amortised over

a five year period.

Other operating lease payments are charged to the statement of financial

performance in the periods in which they are incurred, as this represents the

pattern of benefits derived from the leased assets.
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i. Staff housing
Corporation properties are initially recorded at cost. Costs incurred subsequent

to initial acquisition are capitalised when it is probable that future economic

benefits in excess of the originally assessed performance of the asset will flow

to the Corporation.

Properties are maintained, and as permitted by accounting standards, the

properties are not depreciated.

Rental revenue from the leasing of properties to staff members is recognised in

the statement of financial performance in the periods in which it is receivable,

as this represents the pattern of service rendered through the provision of the

properties.

j. Creditors
These amounts represent liabilities for goods and services provided to the

Corporation prior to the end of the financial year and which are unpaid. The

amounts are unsecured and are usually paid in the month following invoice

date.

k. Interest bearing liabilities
Loans are carried at their principal amounts which represent the present value

of future cash flows associated with servicing the debt.

l. Employee entitlements
(i) Wages and salaries, annual leave and TOIL

Liabilities for wages and salaries, annual leave and TOIL leave are

recognised, and are measured as the amount unpaid at the reporting date at

current pay rates in respect of employees' services up to that date.

(ii) Long service leave

A liability for long service leave is recognised, and is measured as the value

of expected future payments to be made during the next financial year in

respect of services provided by employees up to the reporting date.

m. Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs are recognised as expenses in the period in which they are

incurred.

Borrowing costs include:

- interest on bank overdrafts and short-term and long-term borrowings

- finance lease charges

n. Cash
For purposes of the statement of cash flows, cash includes deposits at call with

financial institutions and other highly liquid investments with short periods to

maturity which are readily convertible to cash on hand are subject to an

insignificant risk of changes in value, net of any outstanding bank overdrafts.
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o. Grants
Unexpended grants at year end are carried to an unexpended grants current

liability.

p. Comparatives
Where available, comparative information is shown.

q. Related parties
The Kimberley Land Council (KLC)  is the sole shareholder of Kimberley

Sustainable Development Pty Ltd.  The sole activity of this entity is to act as

Trustee of the Kimberley Development Sustainable Charitable Trust. The

Company has not traded in its own right since incorporation.

r. Adoption of Australian Equivalents to International 
Financial Reporting Standards
Australia is currently preparing for the introduction of International Financial

Reporting Standards (IFRS) effective for financial years commencing 1 January

2005. This requires the production of accounting data for future comparative

purposes at the beginning of the next financial year. Management has assessed

the significance of these changes and has prepared for their implementation.

The key differences in the accounting policies which are likely to arise from the

adoption of IFRS are in relation to:

Impairment of Assets

The KLC currently determines the recoverable amount of an asset on the basis

of undiscounted net cash flows that will be received from the assets use and

subsequent disposal. In terms of the pending AASB 136 Impairment of Assets,

the recoverable amount of an asset will be determined as the higher of fair value

less costs to sell and value in use. It is likely that this change in accounting

policy may lead to impairments recognised more often than under the existing

policy.
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Note 2. Revenue 
2005 2004

$ $

Revenue from operating activities - 
NTRB functions

Grants 3,515,391 6,468,030 

Less: Unexpended grants (172,870) (128,538) 

Add: Grants carried forward 128,538 (477,641) 

Donations - 10,500 

Services 491,082 604,308 

3,962,141 6,476,659 

Revenue from outside the operating activites - 
NTRB functions

Rental received 47,651 67,440 

Interest 16,361 10,013 

Sale of non-current assets 353 -   

64,365 77,453 

Total NTRB Revenue 4,026,506 6,554,112 

Revenue from outside the operating activities - 
Non-NTRB functions

Grants 1,069,439 1,028,125 

Less: Unexpended grants (369,833) (365,619) 

Less: Unexpended Project Funds (135,717)

Add: Grants carried forward 365,619 -   

Services 3,353,159 2,039,049 

Donations 22,523 1,835 

Interest received 17,335 4,685 

Rental received 8,820 26,178 

4,331,347 2,738,771 

Revenue from ordinary activities 8,357,853 9,292,883
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Note 3. Current Assets – Cash Assets 
2005 2004

$ $

Cash on hand 355 355 

General cheque account 65,311 9,761 

Cash management 1,086,592 137,726 

Cheque accounts (other funds) 981,781 623,208 

Travel imprest - NTRB 187 307 

Travel imprest - Other 0 4,847 

Heritage Funds account 76,426 69,875

Butchers Creek trust account 0 33,733 

Tjurabalan trust account 0 98,115 

Ngurrara trust account 245 38,299 

Mt Pierre Station trust account 5,960 5,758 

2,216,858 1,021,984 

Less trust funds held (per below) (99,000) (261,514)

2,117,857 760,470   

Trust funds held
Marlngowan Purnululu 18,154 18,154 

Scotty Birrel Community 2,299 2,299 

Marlngowan Community 6,596 6,596 

Ngarrawanji Community 1,536 1,536 

Lamboo 7,506 7,506 

Wanjina Willingin - De Beers 2,500 2,500 

Sundry others 16,681 23,412 

Butchers Creek trust monies 319 33,733 

Tjurabalan trust monies 3,112 98,115 

Ngurrara trust monies 0 38,299 

Mt Pierre Station trust monies 5,960 5,758 

Dambimangari trust monies 4,672 1,354 

Goondiyandi trust monies 19,070 19,070 

Malardy Family trust monies 6,596 182 

Rubibi  trust monies 4,000 3,000 

99,000 261,514 

Cash at bank is a "restricted asset"as amounts representing unexpended grants may

only be applied for the purpose specified in the conditions of grants and there

exists no right of offset.
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Note 4. Current Assets – Receivables 
2005 2004

$ $

Accounts receivable 1,032,324 1,847,714 

Less: Provision for doubtful debts (67,531) (51,620) 

964,793 1,796,094 

Other debtors 54,496 157,412 

1,019,289 1,953,506 

Other debtors  represents recovery entitlements from sundry projects.

Note 5. Non-current assets – Property, plant and equipment 

2005 2004
$ $

Plant and equipment 
Plant and equipment at cost 428,234 1,207,798 

Less: Accumulated depreciation (325,142) (1,082,748) 

103,092 125,050 

Mobile plant at cost 57,734 62,824 

Less: Accumulated depreciation (13,771) (2,780) 

43,963 60,044

Plant and equipment under finance lease 183,776 148,813 

Less: Accumulated amortisation (48,712) (38,930) 

135,064 109,883 

Total plant and equipment 282,119 294,977  

Land and buildings
At valuation 1,225,086 1,225,086 

Less: Accumulated depreciation - -   

Total land and buildings 1,225,086 1,225,086 

1,507,206 1,520,063  
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Note 6. Current liabilities – Payables 

2005 2004
$ $

Accounts Payable & Accruals NTRB 1,020,913

Accounts Payable & Accruals General 429,786

Creditors 382,043 

Other Creditors 1,075,514 

GST Payable 175,985 199,804 

1,626,684 1,657,361  

Note 7. Current liabilities – Interest bearing liabilities 

2005 2004
$ $

Secured 
Lease liabilities 55,550 40,085 

Unsecured
Credit cards - -   

55,550 40,085 

Details of the security relating to the secured liabilities is set out in note 8.

Note 8. Non-current liabilities - Interest bearing liabilities 

2005 2004
$ $

Secured 
Lease liabilities 77,095 70,423 

Bank loans 120,972 122,940 

198,067 193,363 

Lease liabilities are effectively secured as the rights to the leased assets revert to the

lessor in the event of default. Contracts termed Hire Purchase contracts are treated

as Finance Lease liabilities. The bank loan is secured by a first mortgage over the

Corporation's property at Lot 43 Cox Street Halls Creek by the ANZ Bank.
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Note 9. Reserves 
2005 2004

$ $

Asset revaluation reserve 253,128 253,128 

253,128 253,128 

The asset revaluation reserve is used to record increments and decrements on the

revaluation of non-current assets, as described in note 1(g).

Note 10. Retained funds 
2005 2004

$ $

Accumulated funds at the beginning 

of the financial year 1,339,719 1,258,843 

Net surplus attributable to the Corporation 174,729 80,876 

1,514,448 1,339,719  

Note 11. Reconciliation of surplus from ordinary activities after

income tax to net cash inflow from operating activities

2005 2004
$ $

Profit from ordinary activities 

after income tax 174,729 80,876 

Depreciation and amortisation 75,200 82,615 

Net gain on sale of non-current assets (353) -   

Change in operating assets and liabilities

Decrease/(Increase) in receivables 950,128 (1,241,154) 

Decrease/(Increase) in other current-assets - 932 

Decrease/(Increase) in rental bonds 

on leased premises (8,483) (2,524) 

Increase/(Decrease) in payables (30,677) 1,176,912 

Increase in interest bearing liabilities 15,464

Increase/(Decrease) in employee entitlements 53,340 (104,303) 

Increase/(Decrease) in unexpended grants 48,545 246,087 

Net cash inflow from operating activities 1,277,894 239,441  
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Note 12. Remuneration of officers

2005 2004
$ $

Income paid or payable, or otherwise 

made available, to officers by the 

Corporation in connection with the 

management  of affairs of the Corporation. 146,986 166,311 

146,986 166,311 

The numbers of Corporation officers whose total income from the Corporation

was within the specified bands are as follows:

$ $ 2005 2004

50,000 - 59,999 1

60,000 - 69,999 1

90,000 - 99,000 1

100,000 - 109,999 1

140,000 - 149,999 1

Officers remuneration does not include an allocation of insurance premiums paid

by the Corporation in respect of officers' liability insurance as the the contracts do

not specify premiums paid in respect of individual officers.

Note 13. Remuneration of auditors 
2005 2004

$ $

During the year the auditor of the Corporation earned the following remuneration:

Fong Richards 19,902  38,998  

19,902  38,998  

The auditor of the Corporation did not perform any other services for the Corporation.

Fees applicable to previous Financial Statements (98) 13,050

Fees applicable to the current Financial Statements 20,000 25,948

19,902 38,998
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Note 14. Reconciliation of NTRB Operating 

Statement to Acquital Statement
2005

$

Deficit from ordinary activities 
- NTRB Functions (50,230)

Add:

Unexpended Grant 172,870

Doubtful Debts 15,910

Depreciation 69,705

Non cash Interest Charges 19,715

Mortgage and Hire Purchase payments (55,100)

Unexpended Funds 172,870

Note 15. Controlled entity
% Ownership

Name Incorporated Activity 2005 2004
% %

Kimberley Sustainable 

Development Pty Ltd Australia Trustee 100 100
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Note 16. Schedule of grants

B/Fwd Released Expended C/fwd
30-Jun-04 30-Jun-05 30-Jun-05 30-Jun-05

ATSIC Grants $ $ $ $
Native Title Operational 03/04 128,538 (128,538) -   

Native Title Operational 04/05 - 3,643,929 (3,471,059) 172,869.96 

Other Grants
Aust Govt Envirofund - Paraku 19,718 (1,918) 17,800 

CALM - Mammals Survey 2,069 100 2,169 

CRC - Gibb River Tourism Project 2,264 2,264 

CRC - Jikali 10,643 39,357 (50,528) (528) 

CRC - Nailsma Forum 12,000 (12,000) -   

CRC - Turtle and Dugong Research Project -   40,000 (15,148) 24,852 

Department of Indigenous Affairs L&S Coordinator 35,000 15,000 (39,480) 10,520 

Dept Planning WA - 

Coastwatch Coastal Management Project 12,807 (12,807) -   

DIA - Archive Project -   5,000 5,000 

DPI - North Kimberley Consultation (4,410) 7,500 (2,067) 1,023 

Environment Aust - Cane Toad Project 12,139 (11,539) 600 

Environment Aust. 

Paraku (Lake Gregory) IPA Project 60,976 75,000 (107,022) 28,954 

FACS - Tjurabalan (2004) 7,629 87,500 (41,550) 53,579 

FACS - Tjurabalan (Post) 4,518 (4,518) 0 

Great Sandy desert IPA Project 44,503 50,000 (54,602) 39,901 

Indigenous Land Management Project 36,791 154,110 (171,324) 19,577 

Karajarri - Envirofund Landcare - 15,435 15,435 

KDC - Sustainable Wild Harvest 25,000 (2,501) 22,499 

Land & Water Australia  - East Kimberley Pastural -   181,140 (150,308) 30,832 

Land & Water Australia  - Fish Passage -   8,400 8,400 

Land & Sea Co Ordinator -   16,174 (1,570) 14,604 

Ministry of Justice 1,691 (1,691) -   

Minyirr Park - 175th Aniversary -   5,000 (5,000) -   

Minyirr Park - Coast Care -   10,644 (9,669) 975 

Minyirr Park - Coast West -   15,301 (18,774) (3,473) 

Minyirr Park - Coast West 24034 -   19,572 - 19,572 

Minyirr Park - Donations -   2,793 (318) 2,475 

Minyirr Park - Lotteries West Equipment Grant 5,904 (5,904) -   

Minyirr Park - Other 4,493 (4,183) 310 

Minyirr Park - Water Supply -   3,800 3,800 

Minyirr Park - Work for the dole 36,928 21,936 (50,274) 8,590 

Minyirr Park - Youth Camp -   20,000 20,000
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Note 16. Schedule of grants

B/Fwd Released Expended C/fwd
30-Jun-04 30-Jun-05 30-Jun-05 30-Jun-05

$ $ $ $

Minyirr Park (Broome) (33,733) 68,790 (50,327) (15,270) 

NAILSMA - Broome Training - (12,742) (12,742)

Ngauwudu Management - Munurru 4,571 (7,438) (2,867) 

Natural Heritage Trust - Landcare -   8,000 (59) 7,941 

Ord-Bonaparte Program 6,259 (6,259) -   

Other grants 10,053 (5,212) 4,841 

Rangelands NRM - Fitzroy Rivercare 38,296 69,810 (103,978) 4,128 

Rangelands NRM - Ingigenous Engagement -   58,560 (60,138) (1,578) 

Rangelands NRM - Salt Water -   40,000 (28,476) 11,524 

Thomas Kantor Foudation -   20,000 20,000 

Waters & Rivers Comm - Ribbons of Blue 4,125 4,125 

World Wildlife Fund - Fitzroy Sawfish 2,723 20,100 (22,823) -   

WWF Australia - Shorebirds Project 14,662 2,632 (17,294) -   

494,157 4,737,583 (4,689,037) 542,703 
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